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In the Editor’s opinion
Reasons to be optimistic for the postcoronavirus environment
It is no more than a little over one year ago (11 March 2020) that the World
Health Organization (WHO) first declared the outbreak of covid-19 as a
pandemic. Already, demand for personal protective equipment (PPE) had
begun to soar to unprecedented levels and short-term supply shortages
were growing (see, Industry responds urgently and rapidly to the global pandemic, Summer 2020, page 11). Happily, suppliers of PPE from around the
world increased outputs and they were joined by manufacturers new to
the market, rapidly filling the shortfalls in this vital demand.
Our industry’s flexibility in this response and its innovation in quickly developing so many products that help to stem the transmission of the disease
has been recognised in this magazine before, but now we turn to address
another problem: much of this PPE is single-use and so is contributing to a
vast and growing source of waste and environmental pollution.
A report as early as April 2020 from the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)
concluded that if just 1% of the face masks in use were being disposed of
incorrectly it would result in around 10 million such items being released to
the environment every month. It is a fair assumption to say that since then
the use of these largely plastic-based items has grown considerably (for
instance, see Human coronavirus pandemic fuels demand for nonwoven
wipes, page 10) and that more than 1% become pollutants.
Consequently, if we are to continue to protect ourselves with PPE without
flooding the planet with even more plastic, at a time we know we should
be reversing the prevalence of the material, we urgently need to find ways
to collect and responsibly dispose of, recycle or re-use such products—a
response that is complicated by the fact that post-use PPE is likely to be
contaminated with the virus.
Once again the industry’s response has been fast. Already, there are
schemes being developed to recycle disposable face masks; see, for
instance, Recycling waste personal protective equipment, page 5. Further,
many technologies are being brought to the market that enable durable,
washable anti-viral face masks to be produced, see Covid-19 Update, pages 4–10,
and decontaminated (Covid-19 Update, Autumn 2020, pages 42–43), allowing
for a greater adoption of re-usable PPE, see Demand for re-usable face
masks to grow by almost 25% a year, page 9.
So, while many commentators express alarm at the negative impact PPE
is having on the environment, for the long-term I choose to be optimistic.
When the world emerges from this pandemic, we will not only have
developed novel recycling schemes and re-usable PPE, providing experience and an important acceleration in our response to the more general
problems of climate change and pollution, but we will also have profoundly reset our mentalities to the design and use of products, and
demonstrated that given sufficient motivation we are able to rise to lifethreatening challenges.
Technical Textiles International—Spring 2021
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Covid-19 update
Coating for filters inactivates airborne viruses, including SARS-Cov-2
Automotive filtration specialist A.L.
Group of Ashdod, Israel, has developed
a coated filter that inactivates airborne
viruses, including the SARS-Cov-2 virus
responsible for the human coronavirus
(covid-19) pandemic.
Called Active Shield, the filter is designed
for use in indoor-air purifiers, cabin-air
filters in transportation applications and
industrial filtration settings, such as clean
rooms and air conditioning systems.
(1)

As reported in Filtration + Separation ,
the filters are treated with copper oxide
using a sonocoating process developed at
an Israeli University. The filters block
aerosols carrying SARS-Cov-2 and the
coating prevents the virus from reproducing. When tested according to the
18184:2019 standard(2) published by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) of Geneva, Switzerland,
Active Shield demonstrated an antiviral
activity of 99% and over a two-log (102)
reduction in viral load. Further, extensive
tests have been carried-out according to
ISO 20743(3) to evaluate Active Shield's

efficacy against Escherichia coli and
Staphylococcus aureus. It achieved a threelog (103) reduction in bacterial growth.
Active Shield can be combined with
carbon media, bio-protection layers and
high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA)
media to create multifunctional filters.
A. L. Group’s Vice President (VP) of
Development & Engineering, Avi Pollak,
says that the sonocoating process has
been used successfully on the different
types of filtration media used by the
company to produce cabin-air filters
and does not affect their dust-holding
capacity, filtration efficiency and
differential pressure. He continues:
“The media coated using this unique
process can be combined with other
layers that offer additional functionality
such as odour protection and antiallergenic properties.”
The A.L. Group will sell Active Shield
filters for automotive applications in
Europe, North America and the AsiaPacific region. The company's VP of Sales

and Marketing, Asaf Shafrir, says: "We
offer our customers the flexibility to
choose which cabin filter they want; a
regular pollen filter, a carbon filter or
the Active Shield. In addition to our
automotive customers, we already have
multiple interests from the indoor
filtration market. I believe that soon we
will see Active Shield implemented in
residential homes, hospitals, hotels and of
course, public transportation."
See also: (1)https://www.filtsep.com/
covid-19/features/new-filter-coatinghelps-fight-viruses
(2)

ISO 18184:2019, Textiles — Determination
of antiviral activity of textile products,
https://www.iso.org/standard/71292

(3)

ISO 20743:2013, Textiles — Determination
of antibacterial activity of textile products,
https://www.iso.org/standard/59586

A.L. Group.
Tel: +972 (8) 863-0011.
Email: contact@algroup.com;
https://algroup.com

Copper nanoparticle-based coatings protect against SARS-Cov-2
The researchers have confirmed that
the nanoparticles can be incorporated
into coatings that can be applied to
various surfaces, including polypropylene
(PP) surgical masks and cotton gowns.
Coatings have also been applied to steel
and iron, so they could be suitable for
applications to high-contact surfaces,
such as the hand rails and door knobs in
public spaces. Further, the researchers
have shown that the nanoparticles remain
stable at temperatures of over 80°C.

Electron micrograph of an isolate from the first case of Covid-19 in the USA, taken by
the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Spherical viral particles of
SARS-Cov-2 are shown coloured in blue. Researchers in Spain say that coatings
based on copper nanoparticles could be used to inactivate the virus.

Copper nanoparticles could be used to
create coatings capable of inactivating the
SARS-Cov-2 virus responsible for the
human coronavirus (covid-19) pandemic,
according to a team of researchers from
the Spanish National Research Council
(CSIC) of Madrid.
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The researchers say that the nanoparticles
inhibit the functional proteins of SARS-Cov-2,
and those involved in its replication process
and its binding to target cells, in particular.
They add that the nanoparticles are made of
copper in a single oxidation state, which
ensures their high biocidal activity.

The researchers add that copper has
several advantages over conventional
antimicrobial additives such as silver. It is
cheaper than silver and remains effective
over a wider range of temperatures and
humidity. Further, the toxicity of silver is 65
times that of copper, according to the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
José Miguel Palomo Carmona, Group
Leader, Chemical Biology and Biocatalysis,
Spanish National Research Council.
Email: josempalomo@icp.csic.es;
https://www.csic.es
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Covid-19 update
Recycling waste personal
protective equipment
A scheme through which used personal
protective equipment (PPE) such as
disposable face masks can be recycled
into durable plastic boards is being
trialled in the UK using waste from the
Royal Cornwall Hospitals Trust. Should the
trial prove successful, the two companies
behind it – ReWorked of South Milford
and Thermal Compaction Group (TCG) of
Cardiff – hope to roll the scheme out to
other hospitals in the UK. ReWorked has
developed a system for the disposal,
collection and recycling of used PPE
through which shredded face masks and
other items of PPE can be formed into
boards using a high-temperature (230°C)
process. These boards can be used in
place of wood for the production of such
as furniture and shop fittings.
ReWorked.
https://www.reworked.com
Thermal Compaction.
Group.https://www.tcgsolutions.co.uk

Antimicrobial finish can be applied through laundering
An antimicrobial finish developed by HeiQ
can be applied to fabrics during washing
now that the company has formed a
partnership with a provider of industrial
laundry services, Girbau.
The finish – Viroblock NPJ03(1) – can reduce
the infectivity of SARS-Cov-2 by 99.99%
and HeiQ, of Zurich, Switzerland, says that,
since its launch in March 2020, it has been
applied to over one billion face masks.
Typically, the finish is applied to fabrics in
mills or can be diluted and sprayed onto
finished goods.
Now, through the partnership with
Girbau, of Barcelona, Spain, the finish
can be applied to finished goods as they
are laundered.

HeiQ – hopes to install Viroblock
dispensers in public launderettes.
See also: (1)Commercialising, validating
and supplying a vital treatment,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75868
Carlo Centonze, Chief Executive Officer,
HeiQ Materials AG.
Tel: +41 (56) 250-6850.
Email: info@heiq.com
Hoi Kwan Lam, Chief Marketing Officer,
HeiQ Materials AG.
Tel: +41 (56) 250-6850.
Email: hoikwan.lam@heiq.com
Celine Huang, Chief Executive Officer for
Greater China, HeiQ Materials Co Ltd.
Tel: +86 (185) 0165-0296.
Email: info.cn@heiq.com;
https://heiq.com

A customer of Girbau, Consorci Hospitalari
de Vic of Barcelona, is already having its
laundry treated with HeiQ Viroblock NPJ03.
Mònica Acero, Media Relations, Girbau.
The laundry-service provider plans to sell
the service to others in the healthcare and Email: macero@llorenteycuenca.com;
https://www.girbau.com
hospitality sectors, and – working with
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Covid-19 update
Ahlstrom-Munksjö unveils nonwovens for face-mask production
A range of soft and comfortable fabrics for
the manufacture of face masks has been
launched by Ahlstrom-Munksjö of
Helsinki, Finland.
The first two fabrics, TenderGuard
BioBased and TenderGuard BioFilter,
are designed for the production of
face masks for use by the general public
and are biodegradable when tested
according to European Standard
EN 13432(1).
TenderGuard BioBased is made from
polylactic acid (PLA) and can be used
in place of conventional spunbonds for
the production of the inner and outer
coverstock layers of general-purpose face
masks. Ahlstrom-Munksjö says that the
fabric is highly breathable and does not
irritate the skin, so it is comfortable to
wear for long periods.
TenderGuard BioFilter is a filter media
made from a blend of cellulosic fibres and
cellulose-based manmade fibres, and can
be used as a single layer, or as a double
layer to improve its filtration performance.
The second pair of fabrics, TenderGuard
Natural and TenderGuard Smooth, are
designed for the production of medical
face masks.
TenderGuard Natural is a wetlaid and can
be used to produce the inner and outer
layers of a medical face mask. Such a twolayer arrangement – without a filter layer –
achieves a bacterial filtration efficiency of
50%, according to Ahlstrom-Munksjö.
Finally, TenderGuard Smooth is a bicomponent spunbond made using a
proprietary technology that minimises
incidences of raised fibres—thereby
creating a smooth surface that eliminates
skin irritation. It is also hypoallergenic.
In further news, at an extraordinary
general meeting (EGM) of AhlstromMunksjö's shareholders and Board of
Directors on 19 February 2021, it was
resolved that the company would
investigate whether it will be in its interest
to move its headquarters from Helsinki to
another country in the European Union
(EU). This might involve it changing its
corporate form to become a European
society (SE) company, which would allow

6

it to run its business in different European
countries using a single set of rules.
See also: (1)EN 13432, Requirements for
packaging recoverable through composting
and biodegradation - Test scheme and
evaluation criteria for the final acceptance of
packaging, https://www.en-standard.eu/
din-en-13432-requirements-for-packagingrecoverable-through-composting-and-bio

degradation-test-scheme-and-evaluationcriteria-for-the-final-acceptance-of-packaging
-english-version-of-din-en-13432
Robin Guillaud, Vice President Business
Development, Ahlstrom-Munksjö.
Tel: +33 (6) 3357-6213.
Email: extiaprotect@ahlstrom-munksjo.com;
https://www.ahlstrom-munksjo.com/
tenderguard

Anionic polymers inactivate SARS-Cov-2 in five minutes
A family of self-sterilising polymers that
are effective at inactivating coronaviruses,
including SARS-Cov-2 – the virus responsible for the human coronavirus (covid-19)
pandemic – has been identified by
researchers in the USA.
The co-author of a paper describing the
work published in Advanced Science(1),
Richard Spontak, says: “Our work here
provides conclusive evidence that these
materials, anionic polymers, can inactivate
human coronaviruses quickly and
efficiently”. Spontak is a Distinguished
Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering and a Professor of
Materials Science and Engineering at
North Carolina State University (NCSU)
in Raleigh, USA.
The anionic polymers could be used to
coat frequently touched surfaces, such as
textiles, countertops and walls, and will
inactivate human coronaviruses with
which they come into contact—so long as
there is sufficient humidity. When they
absorb water, protons can travel through
nanoscale channels in the polymers to
their surfaces, creating a highly acidic
environment capable of inactivating
viruses, and killing bacteria and mould.
The research team – from NCSU, Boston
University in Massachusetts, and Kraton
Corp of Houston, Texas – had previously
demonstrated that several of the anionic
polymers were effective against a range of
pathogens, including methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and a strain
of influenza.
Spontak says: “Based on what we have
learned, we have been able to identify a
fundamentally new inactivation
mechanism and a family of polymers that

expands the healthcare sector’s arsenal for
fighting the spread of coronavirus.”
In laboratory experiments, the researchers
demonstrated that specific anionic
polymers could fully inactivate SARS-Cov-2
in just 5 min, and fully inactivate a human
coronavirus surrogate called HCoV-229E
in 20 min.
Kraton Corp is in the process of determining how some of these polymers could
be used in a variety of settings. The
company's Chief Technology Officer (CTO),
Vijay Mhetar, adds: "Building upon this
scientific discovery, Kraton Corp is actively
seeking regulatory approvals and
evaluating application uses in transportation, healthcare, and building
and infrastructure.”
See also: (1)Advanced Science, Rapid and
repetitive inactivation of SARS‐CoV‐2 and
human coronavirus on self‐disinfecting
anionic polymers,
https://doi.org/10.1002/advs.202003503
Richard Spontak, Distinguished
Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering and Professor of Materials
Science and Engineering, North Carolina
State University.
Email: spontak@ncsu.edu;
https://www.mse.ncsu.edu
Anthony Griffiths, Associate Professor of
Microbiology, School of Medicine,
Boston University.
Email: ahgriff@bu.edu;
http://www.bumc.bu.edu/microbiology
Roger Tocchetto, Technical Manager
(R&D) at Kraton Corp.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
roger-tocchetto-968a09b
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Covid-19 update
Colour-changing strip for face masks could provide warning of infection
A colour-changing strip that, when
mounted to a face mask, could be used to
detect the presence of the SARS-Cov-2
virus responsible for the human coronavirus (covid-19) pandemic in the wearer’s
breath or saliva has been developed by
researchers in the USA.
The strip features a blister pack containing
nanoparticles that change colour when
exposed to protein-cleaving molecules,
called proteases, that are exhaled by an
individual when infected with the virus.
After wearing the mask, a person only has
to squeeze the blister pack, freeing the
nanoparticles, before checking against a
control line printed on the strip for a
change in colour change that would
indicate that they have become infected.
In many ways, the strip functions in a
similar fashion to a home pregnancy test.
The principal investigator on the project
through which the strip has been
developed, University of California (UC)
San Diego Professor Jesse Jokerst, says:
“Think of this as a surveillance approach,
similar to having a smoke detector in
your house. This would just sit in the
background every day and if it gets

triggered, then you know there is a
problem and that is when you would look
into it with more sophisticated testing.”
The test strips can be mass-produced via a
roll-to-roll process at a cost of a few cents
each. “We want this to be affordable
enough for daily testing,” Jokerst says,
which would allow such as group homes,
prisons, dialysis clinics and shelters for the
homeless to monitor for new covid-19
infections earlier and more frequently
than is currently possible.
Jokerst is working with researchers at UC
San Diego School of Medicine to test the
strips first on samples of covid-19-positive
saliva, then on patients and healthcare
workers at Veterans Affairs San Diego
Healthcare System.
According to Jokerst, the technology
could be useful in the detection of future
outbreaks: “The proteases we are
detecting here are the same ones present
in infections with the original [severe
acute respiratory syndrome] SARS virus
from 2003 as well as the [Middle East
respiratory syndrome] MERS virus, so it
would not be too far of a stretch to

This mask is fitted with a strip that
changes colour when exposed to proteincleaving molecules, called proteases,
that are exhaled by an individual when
infected with the SARS-Cov-2 virus.

imagine that we could still benefit from
this work later on should future
pandemics emerge.”
Jesse Jokerst, Professor, University of
California San Diego.
Tel: +1 (858) 246-0896.
Email: jjokerst@eng.ucsd.edu;
http://jjokerst.eng.ucsd.edu

Self-sterilising smart fabric to be used to produce face masks
A battery-powered, self-sterilising smart
fabric that inactivates 99.99% of bacteria
and viruses within minutes of them coming
into contact with it has been unveiled by
Osmotex AG of Thalwil, Switzerland.

The face mask also features an N95 filter
and can be purchased, together with
electronic connectors and a control-box
with a rechargeable battery, on crowdfunding website Indiegogo(2).

Initially, the company is using the fabric –
a variant of its existing active-membrane
technology(1) and called Osmotex Steriliser
– to manufacture re-usable face masks.

Osmotex also plans to use the technology
to produce textile bags that sterilise their
contents. Further, the company plans to
explore the potential of the technology
for use in such as seats and other textiles
in public transport, and sheets and
mattresses for hospitals and hotels.

An electric current is supplied to the textile
surfaces of the mask by the battery, where
it interacts with moisture present there to
create the sterilising agents ozone (O3) and
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in quantities
that are harmless to humans, but deadly to
all viruses and bacteria–generating an
antiviral and antibacterial effect inside and
on the surfaces of the mask.
The antiviral performance of the mask has
been verified through testing at the
Zurich University of Applied Sciences
in Switzerland.

An electric current is supplied to the textile
surfaces of the mask by the battery.

See also: (1)Smart-fabric pioneers
join forces,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75348

Osmotex's core technology is Hydro_Bot,
a membrane that can be incorporated
into apparel, such as jackets, and actively
draws sweat away from its wearer's skin
and/or inner garments.

(2)https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/
self-disinfecting-mask-protecting-againstcovid-19?create_edit=true#

The company says that in laboratory
conditions, every square metre of a
Hydro_Bot membrane allows for the
passage of up to 200 litres of fluid through
it every hour.

Joacim Holter, Chairman of the Board,
Osmotex AG.
Tel: +47 (40) 059040.
Email: joacim.holter@osmotex.ch;
http://www.osmotex.ch
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Covid-19 update
Partnership to commercialise antimicrobial polyamide fabrics
In order to commercialise its range of
antimicrobial polyamide (PA) yarns, fibres
and fabrics (Acteev Protect(1)), Ascend
Performance Materials (APM) is to work
with supply-chain-management specialist
The S Group.
APM of Houston, Texas, USA, says that its
Acteev Protect range comprises woven,
nonwoven and knitted fabrics made from
PA 6.6 fibres, in which zinc ions are
embedded. The active zinc ions cannot be
washed away, unlike topical finishes or
coatings, while the PA fabrics are durable, yet
soft on the skin, and the nonwoven filtration
media – available in nanofibre, meltblown
and spunbond forms – efficiently block
unwanted particles. The company adds that
recent testing on knitted Acteev Protect
fabrics, undertaken at the University of
Cambridge in the UK, has demonstrated that
the technology deactivates the virus that
causes Covid-19, SARS-Cov-2, with 99.9%
efficacy on contact(2).
The S Group of Portland, Oregon, USA,
offers a number of services to manufacturers of apparel, including product
development, manufacturing, logistics,
quality assurance, packaging and order
fulfilment. The company lists Lululemon,
New Balance and Mack Weldon among its
customers. It plans to make athleisure and
performance apparel, scrubs, and seamless
products such as underwear, leggings,
active wear, socks and gaiters from Acteev
Protect. The Chief Executive (CEO) of The S
Group, Gary Peck, says: “Garment design
has primarily focused on functionality,
sustainability and comfort. The past year
has made us all aware that safety can be a
valuable feature of fabrics as well, and
Acteev checks all those boxes.”
See also: (1)Face masks made from
antibacterial polyamide 6.6 fabrics,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75919
(2)

https://www.ascendmaterials.com/
acteev-disclaimer
Nicki Britton, Ascend
Performance Materials.
Tel: +1 (713) 315-5891.
Email: nbritt@ascendmaterials.com;
ascendmaterials.com/acteevprotect
The S Group.
https://www.the-s-group.com
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Acteev Protect range
comprises woven,
nonwoven and
knitted fabrics made
from PA 6.6 fibres in
which zinc ions
are embedded.

US antiviral technology to be sold in Israel
Face masks made from antimicrobial
polyamide (PA) fabrics developed by
Ascend Performance Materials (APM) are
to be sold on a website set-up by importer
and distributor of industrial raw materials
in Israel, Sorpol Ltd.
The two companies, of Houston, Texas,
USA, and Ashdod, respectively, also plan
to partner in the distribution of surgical
masks, respirators, nonwoven media
and textiles made from the antimicrobial
PA, called Acteev Protect(1), as they
become available.
The Acteev Protect range comprises
woven, nonwoven and knitted fabrics and
are made from PA 6.6 fibres, in which zinc
ions are embedded.
The active zinc ions cannot be washed
away, unlike topical finishes or coatings,
while the nonwoven filtration media –
available in nanofibre, meltblown and
spunbond forms – efficiently block
unwanted particles. The company adds
that recent testing on knitted Acteev
Protect fabrics, undertaken at the
University of Cambridge in the UK, has
demonstrated that the technology
deactivates the virus that causes covid-19,
SARS-Cov-2, with 99.9% efficacy on
contact(2). The fabrics also eliminate
bacteria and fungi.
APM says that masks made from the PA
fabrics are washable, re-usable, lightweight
and breathable, making them comfortable
to wear during a long shift at work or for
outdoor workouts. Sorpol’s Marketing
Director, Ofer Soreq, adds: “Masks do
not work if you wear them around your
chin. Acteev Protect masks are so light,
comfortable and fresh that they can be

worn for hours without interfering with
activities or irritating [the] face.”
APM has submitted several mask designs
to the US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in order to obtain
the appropriate regulatory clearances, so
that it can make specific claims regarding
the antiviral properties of Acteev Protect
in the USA.
APM and Sorpol are exploring
applications for Acteev Protect beyond
face masks. The technology was originally
developed for use in sportswear. Soreq
says: “Until now, antifungal and antibacterial materials were too expensive
for textiles used in upholstery, outdoor
gear, sports gear and the like, but you
want to go on a 20-day trek and not
have your gear smell like a dead animal.
We believe Acteev Protect can make
that happen.”
See also: (1)Face masks made from
antibacterial polyamide 6.6 fabrics,
https://www.technicaltextiles.net/node/75919
(2)https://www.ascendmaterials.com/
acteev-disclaimer

Nicki Britton, Ascend
Performance Materials.
Tel: +1 (713) 315-5891.
Email: nbritt@ascendmaterials.com;
ascendmaterials.com/acteevprotect
Sorpol.
Tel: +972 (8) 853-0020.
Fax: +972 (8) 853-0021.
Email: info@sorpol.com;
https://www.sorpol.com
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Covid-19 update
Demand for re-usable face masks to grow by almost 25% a year
The global market for re-usable face
masks will expand at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 23.5% to
be worth US$7.08 billion by 2027,
according to a recent report(1) from
Grand View Research.
The company, of San Francisco,
California, USA, says that increasing
awareness of the ill effects of air
pollution, dust and smoke, and the
outbreak of the human coronavirus
(covid-19) pandemic are the primary
factors driving this growth.
According to the American Lung
Association, close to 133.9 million people
in the USA are exposed to unhealthy air
conditions each year. Face masks protect
the wearer from the direct impact of
harmful particles present in the air and, as
air quality continues to deteriorate,
demand for face masks will continue
to increase.
According to a September 2020 report
from USA Facts, of Bellevue, Washington,
meanwhile, the USA reported 6 060 334
known cases of covid-19 and registered
deaths amounted to 184 280.

With the limited supply of surgical
masks, which are known to offer a
high degree of protection for healthcare
workers, demand for re-usable masks
has boomed among the general
public. Re-usable masks are highly
recommended by governments and
medical institutes, as they reduce the
spread of the SARS-Cov-2 virus
responsible for the pandemic.
In terms of materials, face masks made
from cotton accounted for a 69.1%
share of global market revenue in 2019.
According to a 2020 report by Smart Air,
of Beijing, China, such masks block
84% of large particles and 19% of
small particles.
Moreover, recommendations from
organisations such as the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, and the
World Health Organization to wear
cotton masks in public spaces bode well
for the future market for them.
The ongoing covid-19 pandemic is likely
to increase the demand for re-usable
face masks across the globe. Small and
large companies are investing in

Toray unveils washable, anti-viral polyester fabric
A washable, comfortable and antiviral
textile has been developed for the
manufacture of apparel, workwear and
sportswear by Toray of Tokyo, Japan.

affect the drape and feel of the resulting
textiles. Toray claims to have solved these
issues with the development of a
proprietary technique that ensures the
agents bond strongly with PES fibres.

manufacturing facilities to meet the
current demand for face masks from
the general public, medical workers
and businesses.
In terms of application, the personal
segment led the market and accounted
for a 78.3% share of global market
revenue in 2019.
In terms of distribution channels, the
offline segment dominated the market
and accounted for a 62.6% share of global
market revenues in 2019.
Currently, with mandatory regulations
on the wearing of face masks in public
places, people are experimenting with
the latest trends online. For instance,
e-commerce websites, including Etsy
and Zazzle, witnessed an upsurge in the
sales of customized masks, and more
than 200 private labels have registered
on such websites to increase the sales
of face masks.
Asia Pacific accounted for the largest
market revenue share – more than 33.0%
– in 2019. The growing demand for
washable and re-usable masks from
densely populated countries such as India
and China is expected to serve as a great
growth booster for the region.
Demand for re-suable face masks in North
America is expected to expand at the
fastest CAGR from 2020 to 2027.

The rise in the incidences of airborne
diseases, pollution levels, forest fires, and
The company will begin selling Makspec V the outbreak of the coronavirus have
textiles in January 2021. It hopes to sell
been encouraging a sizable number of
300 000 m2 of the textile in 2022, rising to consumers in the region to opt for reone million square metres in 2025. It notes usable face masks.
that the fabric cannot be used for the
See also: (1)Reusable face mask market size,
production of masks or other items worn
close to mouths and nostrils, or in items
share & trends analysis report by material
for children younger than 24 months.
(cotton, nylon), by application (personal,
Toray notes that it has been challenging
commercial), by distribution channel
to ensure that the bond between anti-viral See also: (1)JIS L 1922, Textiles(offline, online), by region, and segment
agents and synthetic textiles is robust
Determination of antiviral activity of textile forecasts, 2020-2027,
enough to withstand laundering. As such, products, https://global.ihs.com/
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/
cotton-blend fabrics are often used to
doc_detail.cfm?document_name=JIS%20 reports/5186212/reusable-face-maskmake the fixation of the agents easier, but L%201922&item_s_key=00699886
market-size-share-and-trends
this sacrifices the easy care, stretch and/or
sweat-wicking performance typical of
Soichiro Koda, Corporate
Grand View Research Inc.
synthetic materials. Adhesives can be
Communications Department, Toray.
Tel: +1 (415) 349-0058.
used to improve the bond between antiEmail: soichiro.koda.ox@mail.toray;
Email: sales@grandviewresearch.com;
viral agents and synthetics, but this can
http://www.toray.com
https://www.grandviewresearch.com

Testing undertaken according to the
Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) L 1922
standard(1) published by the Japanese
Standards Association (JSA) of Tokyo show
that the polyester (PES) textile, called
Makspec V, inactivates 99.9% of enveloped
viruses (in the test ATCC VR-1679) on its
surface after two hours of contact.
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Covid-19 update
Human coronavirus pandemic fuels demand for nonwoven wipes
Approximately 1.4 Mt of fabrics have been
consumed by the global nonwoven wipes
industry in 2020, according to a recent
report from Smithers, which values the
current market for such products at
US$19.64 billion.
The market research company of Leatherhead, UK, and Akron, Ohio, USA, says that
disinfecting wipes and other such
nonwoven wipes, have become essential
tools in the fight to prevent the spread of
the SARS-Cov-2 virus responsible for the
human coronavirus (covid-19) pandemic.
As such, the volume of nonwovens
produced for these products in terms of
tonnage has grown by 36.8% in 2020, with
some producers reporting that this figure
would be over 200% if sufficient capacity
were available.

wipe suppliers estimate that it will be mid2021, at the earliest, before supply can match
current demand. Further, the report shows:
•
•

•

Smithers explains that the market conditions created by the pandemic mean that
demand for many wipes once considered to
be discretionary purchases will remain
•
recession-proof as the world recovers from
covid-19. In 2021, the market for nonwoven
wipes will be worth US$20.63 billion and will
continue to grow at a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 5.8% to be worth
US$26.07 billion in 2025.
The volume of nonwovens produced for use
in wipes will increase correspondingly; from
26.24 million square metres and 1.44 Mt in
2020 to 38.32 million square metres and
1.97 Mt in 2025. Report author Phil Mango
explains: “Through the pandemic, the
nonwovens wipes industry has continued
operating, providing tools for slowing and
reducing the impact of the virus. In 2020,
the nonwoven wipes industry has
experienced a surge in demand that has
challenged all stages of the supply chain.
Disinfecting wipes have been supplied in
record numbers, and demand for
antibacterial wipes and healthcare wipes
has also increased at extraordinary rates."
The report analyses the markets for four
main types of wipes (baby, personal care,
homecare and industrial). It shows that
covid-19 has had its most direct impact on
homecare wipes. Disinfecting wipes are the
second most affected market segment of all
nonwovens, behind only face-mask media.
The unprecedented surge in demand in 2020
has been restrained only by a lack of supply
and converting capacity. Major disinfecting-
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baby wipes remain the largest single
segment of the nonwoven wipes
market, consuming 48.4% of nonwovens by total tonnage. In 2020, there
has been an acceleration of demand, as
consumers have sought to hoard wipes
of all types. This temporary peak will be
reflected in a slightly slower rate of
growth in 2021–2025;
lockdown (shelter-in-place) orders and
the increase in homeworking has led to
a boost in demand for personal care
wipes. Shortages in the first half of 2020
led to consumers bulk-buying moist
toilet tissue and adult incontinence
wipes. This increase will be a short-term
phenomenon. While growth will slow
in 2021, this segment will remain the
highest-priced and fastest-growing of
all the major wipes markets;
industrial or institutional wipes sold on
a business-to-business basis are
projected to be hardest-hit by covid-19.
In particular, consumption by major
users in the automotive and construction markets has slowed, and the
market for wipes in the food service

industry has slowed dramatically
owing to the shutdown of bars, cafes
and restaurants;
the sub-segment that is seeing the
greatest increase in demand is,
understandably, healthcare wipes, with
disinfection practices an essential tool
in defeating covid-19 today and in
the future.

Even as demand for nonwoven wipes
continues to grow, Smithers says that the
market must respond to other pressures, led
by the demand for more flushable wipes.
The prioritisation of wipes by the EU’s
Single-use Plastics Directive is stimulating
rapid research and development work into
new materials, including:
•
•
•

hydroentangled wetlaids made from
long man-made cellulosic fibres;
modified carboxymethyl cellulose
binders for airlaids;
polyhydroxyalkanoate (PHA)
biopolymers.

Emma Newton, Senior Marketing
Executive, Smithers.
Tel: +44 (1372) 802016.
Email: enewton@smithers.com;
https://www.smithers.com

NIRI launches infection-control pull-handle
A pull-handle capable of killing microbes
in seconds has been launched for use on
doors in public buildings by the
Nonwovens Innovation & Research
Institute (NIRI)(1) of Leeds, UK.
Designed to snap-fit to existing D-handles
for doors, the pull-handle features NIRI's
SurfaceSkins(2) fabric and releases alcohol
gel from a replaceable bottle each time it
is touched—ensuring that it is clean for its
next user and thereby helping to prevent
the spread of pathogens.
The pull-handles are already protecting
staff and visitors in factories, offices,
premiership football clubs, Formula One
racing team buildings, international
airports, laboratories, restaurants,
hospitals and schools.
See also: (1)Solving problems for the
performance nonwovens industry,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/72422

These pull-handles feature SurfaceSkins
fabric and release alcohol gel from a
replaceable bottle when they are touched.
(2)Finalists selected for RISE Innovation Award,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75099

Matthew Tipper, Business Director,
Nonwovens Innovation & Research
Institute Ltd.
Tel: +44 (1133) 433790.
Email: matthewt@
nonwovens-innovation.com;
http://www.nonwovens-innovation.com
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In depth: Recycling composites
The race to develop methods for recycling wind-turbine blades
Thousands of ageing composite wind-turbine blades are being removed from steel towers
around the world and many have nowhere to go but landfill. Composites Editor James Bakewell
reports on efforts to develop methods for recycling these colossal structures that capture the
most value from the glass-fibre textiles used to reinforce them.

T

he wind-energy industry has a significant problem.
According to market research firm BloombergNEF
of New York City, USA, about 8000 turbine blades will
be decommissioned in each of the next four years in
the USA and, in Europe, about 3800 will be taken down
annually until at least 2022, yet there are currently few
commercially viable methods for them to be recycled
—meaning that many will be sent to landfill.

Worsening problem
Further, the problem will get worse; most of these
blades were built more than a decade ago, when the
number of wind turbines was less than a fifth of what it
is now. Currently, 2.5 Mt of composites are in use in the
wind-energy sector, according to a report(1) prepared by
a trio of industry associations based in Brussels, Belgium:
the European Composites Industry Association (EuCIA);
the European Chemical Industry Council (Cefic);
WindEurope. Senior Wind Technology Engineer at the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in
Golden, Colorado, USA, Derek Berry, adds: “What we are
experiencing is a wave of end-of-life for hundreds-ofthousands of installed wind-turbine blades. If we look
out to the year 2050, the composite waste from windturbine blades alone is going to constitute 50 Mt.”
Around 85–90% of the mass of an average wind turbine
can be recycled, but the same cannot be said for the
blades, which are built from layers of glass-fibre textiles
embedded in a matrix of thermoset resin – the cure of
which is irreversible – to withstand hurricane-force winds.
In the USA, they are currently broken-down into sections
and buried in the handful of landfill sites that accept them,
where they will remain for hundreds, if not thousands, of
years. This approach is clearly not sustainable from either
economic or environmental perspectives and, in countries
such as Germany and Austria, it is even banned. Further
legislation regarding the recycling of composites is likely
to be introduced in the future, as Governments around the
world look to reduce waste and encourage recycling. As
Spring 2021—Technical Textiles International

Top, a prototype of GE Renewable Energy's Haliade-X wind
turbine installed in Rotterdam port, The Netherlands. Each
composite blade on the turbine is 107 m in length (bottom).
Commercially viable methods for recycling such large structures
at the end of their working lives need to be developed.

such, there is a pressing need for wind-farm operators, and
the developers and manufacturers of wind turbines, to
develop viable alternatives.

Cement co-processing
One possible route is cement co-processing. In late
2020, for instance, GE Renewable Energy of Paris, France,
signed an agreement through which blades removed
from its US-based onshore wind turbines during
11
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upgrades and repairs will be recycled by Veolia North
America (VNA). Through the agreement, the blades will
be shredded at VNA’s processing facility near St Louis,
Missouri, to yield a material that can be used as a
replacement for coal, sand and clay at cementmanufacturing facilities across the USA. On average,
around 90% of the material in the blade, by weight, will
be re-used in this way. More than 65% of the weight of
the blade replaces raw materials that would otherwise
be added to the kiln to create cement, and about 28% of
the blade weight provides energy for the chemical
reaction that takes place in the kiln.
The Chief Operating Officer (COO) for VNA’s Environmental Solutions and Services division, Bob Cappadona,
says that, in 2019, a trial of the recycling process was
completed successfully using a GE blade. He continues:
“We have processed more than 100 blades so far [by late
2020], and our customers have been very pleased with
the product.”

Nonwovens from recycled glass fibres
Commercially viable means for the production of a variety of nonwovens for the reinforcement of composites
from recycled glass fibres are being developed by
researchers at the University of Strathclyde in the UK.

An environmental impact analysis conducted by
Quantis US of Boston has found that the net effect of
blade recycling through cement co-processing is
positive. Compared with traditional cement manufacturing, the process enables a 27% reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions and a 13% reduction in water
consumption. In addition, the recycling of a single
wind-turbine blade that weighs approximately 7 t
through this process reduces the cement kiln’s
consumption of coal by around 5 t, silica by 2.7 t,
limestone by 1.9 t and approximately a further tonne of
additional mineral-based raw materials. The resulting
cement has the same properties and performance as
cement manufactured using traditional means,
meeting all applicable standards.

Capturing value
This route, however, does not exploit the potential of the
high-performance composites – and, in particular, the
complex glass-fibre reinforcements they contain – to their
fullest. Indeed, according to the NREL’s Berry, cement coprocessing is “not true recycling”. He continues: “What it
comes down to is it is not economically feasible.
Nobody is going to do that with all their blades. [Turbine
operators] may just allow them to sit in a field until
another solution comes along.”

The researchers can produce such as randomly oriented
glass-fibre mats, which they have used for the manufacture of smaller (1.5-m-long) turbine blades, and mats
comprising co-mingled glass and thermoplastic fibres,
which can be compression-moulded into parts.
The Strathclyde team obtains the fibres by using a fluidised
bed process to recycle broken-down turbine blades. Using
the continuous process, pieces of glass fibre-reinforced
plastic (GFRP) are fed into a bed of silica sand fluidised with
air that is heated to 450–550°C (depending on the nature of
the GFRP matrix). The matrix volatilises, liberating clean
fibres that are released into the gas stream as individual
monofilaments and can be collected using a cyclone. The
resulting fibres are free from surface-char, facilitating their
use as a reinforcement for composites.
The Strathclyde team has also developed coatings that
minimise the strength-depleting effects of exposure to
high temperatures on the fibres (see also, page 13)
and ensure that they form strong adhesive bonds with
polymer matrices.
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GE Renewable Energy will therefore also collaborate
over the next two years with a start-up at the
University of Tennessee in Knoxville, USA, called
Carbon Rivers, and other partners, to develop a
pyrolysis process for liberating the glass-fibre
reinforcements from turbine blades.
Through pyrolysis (which is already being used on a
commercial scale to recycle composites reinforced with
carbon fibres(2)), shredded turbine blades are heated to
400–650°C in the absence of oxygen, burning-off the
matrix material. Combustible gases emitted by
thermoset resins during the process can be siphonedoff and used to fuel the process, while other gasses can
be condensed and re-purposed for the manufacture of
a variety of products. The process also yields a fluff of
glass fibres that can be converted into a number of
useful forms—such as nonwovens. Research Assistant
Professor at the University of Tennessee, Ryan Ginder,
summarises: “Rather than simply downcycling the
blades into worthless aggregates, we are able not only
Technical Textiles International—Spring 2021
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to convert the blades’ organic components into useful
petrochemicals for energy production, but also to
extract the glass-fibre reinforcement and use it to
make higher-value recycled composites.”
Pyrolysis is not without its drawbacks, however. The
surfaces of the fibres produced using the process are often
damaged owing to the high temperatures they are
exposed to, reducing their mechanical performance in
comparison with virgin fibres. Large investments in
equipment are required to get the process up and running
and it is energy-intensive and expensive to carry-out.
Shredded material from recycled turbine blades could

Other recycling methods have similar pros and cons.
High-voltage pulse fragmentation, for instance, is an
electromechanical process that effectively separates
matrices from fibres, but it is energy-intensive and only
short fibres can be recovered. Solvolysis, meanwhile, is a
chemical treatment where solvents (water, alcohol and/or
acid) are used to break-down and recover the resin
matrices. It can be carried-out at lower temperatures than
pyrolysis and is therefore gentler on the reinforcing fibres
it frees from the matrix, but again, it requires significant
initial investments and running costs are high (see also,
Nonwovens from recycled glass fibres, page 12) .

Initiatives
Numerous initiatives are being established in an attempt
to break-down these barriers to the recycling of turbine
blades, such as the three-year DecomBlades project. This
project will be carried-out by a consortium of companies
in Denmark, including GE subsidiary LM Wind Power(3)
of Kolding, and will focus on refining three specific
processes: the shredding of wind-turbine blades to yield
a material that can be re-used in different products and
processes; the use of shredded blade material in cement
production; a commercially viable pyrolysis method.
Another such initiative has been launched in the UK by
the National Composites Centre (NCC) of Bristol. To be
delivered in partnership with the Offshore Renewable
Energy (ORE) Catapult of Glasgow, and supported by The
Crown Estate and RenewableUK, both of London, the
initiative – called SusWIND(4) – has been set-up to address
the impacts that composite wind-turbine blades have
on the environment throughout their lifecycles. The
partners on the project plan to demonstrate viable
technologies for the recycling of the existing stock of
Spring 2021—Technical Textiles International

be used in the manufacture of cement, the most
common ingredient in concrete.

wind-turbine blades and the use of the resulting waste
materials for the production of such as composite parts
in electric vehicles, bridges and in thermal insulation.
The partners on SusWIND are also looking to the future.
They plan to drive the use of sustainable materials, such
as bio-derived feedstocks and thermoplastics, in order
to reduce the overall impact the production of turbine
blades has on the environment, and to design future
turbine blades to make their disassembly and recycling
easier at the end of their working lives. Indeed, such
forward-thinking approaches are currently being taken
by a number of companies and academic institutions.

Thermoplastics
The use of thermoplastics, rather than thermosets, for
the production of turbine blades could present a
number of advantages. Thermoplastics harden when
cooled, yet retain their plasticity; they re-melt and can
be reshaped by reheating them above their processing
temperature. This makes thermoplastics much easier to
recycle than thermosets. However, the potential for
higher costs generated by their use and concerns
regarding such as their fatigue-performance mean that,
to date, they have not been employed for the
commercial production of turbine blades.
Looking to overcome these hurdles, a team from NREL, led
by Berry, and Arkema Inc of King of Prussia, Pennsylvania,
USA, has manufactured a turbine blade from the latter’s
Elium thermoplastic and has validated its structural
integrity. According to NREL, using thermoplastics for the
13
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production of turbine blades would not only make them
easier to recycle, it would also enable them to be longer,
lighter in weight and – because thermoplastics harden at
room temperatures – approximately 5% cheaper to
manufacture than their conventional counterparts(5).

A flax fibre-reinforced nacelle loaded onto a truck
outside Greenboat’s facility in Bremen, Germany.
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The researchers previously demonstrated the feasibility
of the thermoplastic resin system by manufacturing a
9-m-long composite wind-turbine blade. They followed
that demonstration by manufacturing and structurally
validating a 13-m-long version so that it could be
compared with a near-identical thermoset blade.
This work, coupled with work carried out by Arkema and
other partners from the Institute for Advanced Composites
Manufacturing Innovation (IACMI) in Knoxville, Tennessee,
USA, demonstrated a number of advantages associated
with a move away from the thermoset resin system(6). In
particular, the researchers note that the thermoplastic
material – a thick glass fibre-reinforced acrylic – absorbs
more energy from loads applied to the blade by the wind,
which can reduce the wear and tear to the rest of the
turbine system. The thermoplastic resin could also allow
manufacturers to assemble blades on-site using thermal
welding technologies, NREL says, alleviating problems with
the transport of such structures. Combined, these
advantages might draw companies to the technology
more readily than recyclability alone.

Natural materials
Other researchers are looking to reduce the impact the
production of turbine blades has on the environment.
The potential of natural-fibre reinforcements and biobased resins for the production of such structures was
recently, for instance, demonstrated by Greenboats of
Bremen, Germany, which has used flax fibre-reinforced
epoxy to produce a nacelle for an offshore wind turbine(7).
At 7.3 m in length and 100 m2 in surface area, the nacelle
is similar in size to a small turbine blade and is the largest
natural fibre-reinforced composite structure built to date.
Specialising in the construction of boats from natural and
recycled materials, Greenboats was commissioned by a
developer of technology for the wind-energy industry in
2020 to construct the nacelle, in order to demonstrate the
feasibility of environmentally friendly approaches to the
construction of wind turbines. Proven to be resistant to
wind-speeds of 200 km.h–1 and loads on its guard rails of
Technical Textiles International—Spring 2021
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2 KN, the nacelle satisfies the standards for such parts
stipulated by DNV-GL of Høvik, Norway.
To produce the nacelle, panels are manufactured from
flax-fibre reinforcements (from Bcomp of Fribourg,
Switzerland) and balsa cores infused with a bio-based
epoxy (GreenPoxy from Sicomin of Chateauneuf les
Martigues, France). An intumescent, weatherproof gelcoat
from Sicomin is then applied to the outer surface of the
panels, which, once cured, are cut to shape, formed over a
male plug and bonded together. Flax reinforcement plies,
hand-laminated using GreenPoxy resins and vacuumbagged, are then added along all the joint lines. Finally,
Sicomin’s ultraviolet (UV) radiation-resistant clear coating
products are used to protect and enhance the finish of the
flax-fibre stripe details on the nacelle.
In the next stage of the project, starting in the first half
of 2021, the nacelle will be installed for tests in the
Harbour of Rotterdam, The Netherlands, before being
installed at its long-term offshore location.

Further information
Liliane Maginet, European Composites Industry Association.
Tel: +32 (2) 706-8010. Mobile: +32 (4) 9161-8650.
Email: liliane.maginet@eucia.eu;
https://eucia.eu
Giles Dickson, Chief Executive Officer, WindEurope.
Tel: +32 (2) 213-1811. Fax: +32 (2) 213-1890.
Email: info@windeurope.org;
https://windeurope.org
Maria Linkova-Nijs, Media Manager, European Chemical
Industry Council.
Tel: +32 (2) 436-9354. Mobile: +32 (4) 9705-0912.
https://cefic.org
Derek Berry, Senior Wind Technology Engineer, National
Renewable Energy Laboratory.
Tel: +1 (303) 384-7372.
Email: Derek.Berry@nrel.gov;
https://www.nrel.gov
Liu Yang, Senior Lecturer, Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering, University of Strathclyde.
Tel: +44 (141) 548-2324.
Email: l.yang@strath.ac.uk;
https://www.strath.ac.uk/engineering/
mechanicalaerospaceengineering/
advancedcompositesgroup
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Cross-sector challenge
Such approaches show significant promise, but will not
help to solve the problem of what to do with the first
generation of turbine blades now reaching the end of their
working lives. According to EuCia, Cefic and WindEurope,
more investment in the research and development (R&D)
of technologies for the recycling of these structures is
needed. At the same time, existing recycling routes, such as
cement co-processing, must be deployed more widely to
deal with current waste turbine blades.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the associations
point-out that the recycling of composites is not solely a
challenge for the wind-energy industry, but rather a crosssector challenge. Blade-waste will represent only 10% of
the total estimated thermoset composite waste by 2025,
which makes it challenging to build a recycling business
based on this waste-stream only. The engagement of all of
the sectors that make use of composites will be required if
cost-effective solutions and strong value chains for the
recycling of these materials are to be developed.
Becky Norton, Communications, Onshore Wind
Americas & Digital Services, GE Renewable Energy.
Tel: +1 (518) 522-8832.
Email: becky.norton@ge.com;
https://www.ge.com/renewableenergy
Carrie Griffiths, Senior Vice President, Communications,
Veolia North America.
Tel: +1 (781) 491-3117.
Email: carrie.griffiths@veolia.com;
https://www.veolianorthamerica.com
Jools Granville, Communications Director, National
Composites Centre.
Tel: +44 (117) 2443905.
Email: jools.granville@nccuk.com;
https://www.nccuk.com
Greenboats. https://green-boats.de
Christian Fischer, Chief Executive Officer, Bcomp.
Tel: +41 (26) 558-8402.
Email: christian@bcomp.ch;
http://www.bcomp.ch
Marc Denjean, Export Manager, Sicomin.
Tel: +33 (4) 4242-3020.
Email: marc.denjean@sicomin.com;
http://www.sicomin.com
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Composites update
Reinforcements for concrete to be developed on Karl Mayer machine
A high-speed warp-knitting machine from
Karl Mayer will be used for the development and production of reinforcements
for concrete by the Institut für Textiltechnik (ITA) at RWTH Aachen
University in Germany.
The researchers at ITA have been using a
warp-knitting machine (a Malimo) from Karl
Mayer of Obertshausen, Germany, for the
development of reinforcements for
concrete structures for a number of years.
Now, with the purchase of a Biaxtronic Co
with a course-oriented weft-insertion
system from the machinery manufacturer,
the ITA researchers will be able to develop
new technologies for the construction
industry. A researcher from the Department
of Textile Machinery at RWTH Aachen
University and ITA, Martin Scheurer, says:
"The Malimo was already a great machine.
Unfortunately, it was just getting on a bit.”
The tailor-made Biaxtronic Co was
delivered to Aachen at the end of 2020
after it had been assembled and tested in
advance at Karl Mayer Technische Textilien
in Chemnitz, Germany(1). It features an
ethernet interface (Kamcos 2) that will
allow a high degree of automation and
the exchange of data between the
machine and other systems (so-called
Industry 4.0). Scheurer adds: “We are
planning to transmit the data from the
producing machine via ethernet to the
Internet of Production Excellence Cluster
at RWTH Aachen University. The cluster
deals with production research in highwage countries.”

This tailor-made Biaxtronic Co was delivered to the Institut für Textiltechnik (ITA) at
RWTH Aachen University at the end of 2020.

The machine is also equipped with Karl
Mayer's EL pattern drive. Usually, a pattern
disc is capable of creating patterns with a
maximum of 32 courses and a maximum
shogging movement of 28 needles. By
contrast, the EL drive has no limits on the
number of courses per pattern and has a
shogging movement of 56 needles.
The machine’s electronic guide-bar
control system enables process parameters to be adjusted in-line, which will
improve the quality of the fabrics the ITA
researchers can produce, and will assist
them in the manufacture of textiles
tailored precisely to the needs of a
given application.
Further to the production of reinforcements for concrete, the Biaxtronic Co will
be used for the production of:

•
•

•

hybrid knitted fabric structures on
nonwoven substrates;
unidirectional (UD) fabrics for fibrereinforced plastics, and plain-knitted
thermally insulating fabrics, both for the
transportation sector;
reinforcements for wound dressings.

The ability to feed substrates into the
machine will enable the researchers to
develop geotextiles. It could also be used
by ITA's industry partners to optimise their
production processes, produce prototype
textile structures or test the processing of
new materials.
ITA will unveil the machine as part of
a one-day event it will hold on
29 April 2021.
See also: (1)RWTH Aachen University invests
in warp-knitting machine for glass-fibre
textiles, https://www.technicaltextiles.net/node/75831
Ulrike Schlenker, Karl Mayer
Textilmaschinenfabrik GmbH.
Tel: +49 (6104) 402-274.
Fax: +49 (6104) 402-73274.
Email: ulrike.schlenker@karlmayer.com;
http://www.karlmayer.com

Martin Scheurer, Researcher,
Department of Textile Machinery,
RWTH Aachen University and Institut
für Textiltechnik.
Tel: +49 (241) 802-3471.
Fax: +49 (241) 802-2422.
Email: martin.scheurer@
ita.rwth-aachen.de
The system for laying weft yarns on the Biaxtronic Co high-speed warp-knitting machine. https://www.ita.rwth-aachen.de
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Composites update
Carbon fibre fabrics from Kordsa used in vehicle battery enclosures
Kordsa is supplying carbon fibre fabrics to
TRB Lightweight Structures for the massproduction of parts of battery enclosures
for electric vehicles (EVs).
TRB of Huntingdon, UK, is supplying a
global powertrain manufacturer with
lightweight, compact, robust and
electrically insulating top and bottom
panels for the battery enclosures of electric
buses. The composite chosen for the
panels comprises layers of carbon fibrereinforced prepreg, and layers of material
that electrically insulate the panels and
block electromagnetic radiation.
TRB says that the process it has developed
for the manufacture of the panels could
be adapted for the production of a wide
range of other parts for EVs.
The process begins with the in-line
production of the prepreg, which –

according to the company – enables the
chemistry of the matrix to be tailored to
the desired cure profile for the part,
while limiting issues with life-span and
damage that can occur when fragile,
frozen prepregs need to be shipped to
manufacturing facilities.
The prepreg is then cut to precise shapes
in a temperature-controlled environment,
before being placed in layers on a tool
with precision by robots. Owing to the
use of the in-line prepreg production
process, the tack and other properties
of the material can be fine-tuned to
match the needs of the robotic pick-andplace system.
Once lay-up is complete, the part and
tool are automatically fed into a TRBdesigned and -built precision press
system that stamps and cures the
component in what the company
describes as “a fraction of the time
historically required for thermosets”.

TRB Lightweight Structures is using
carbon fibre fabrics from Kordsa to
produce composite top and bottom
panels for battery enclosures.

“This valuable supplier agreement with
TRB will enable the use of our carbon fibre
fabrics in EV battery packs, helping reduce
their weight without compromising
their quality.”

TRB has already set-up a high-volume
production facility in Richmond, Kentucky,
Kordsa.
USA, and is establishing the same
Tel: +90 (262) 316-7000.
capabilities at its UK base.
Fax: +90 (262) 316-7070.
https://www.kordsa.com
Kordsa of Izmit, Turkey, is supplying
carbon fibre fabrics to TRB from its
Andrew Dugmore, President, TRB
facilities in Turkey and its US subsidiary,
Lightweight Structures.
Fabric Development Inc of Quakertown,
Mobile (cellular): +44 (7) 50079-6318.
Pennsylvania. Its shipments to the UK
Email: andrew.dugmore@trbls.com;
started in November 2020. Kordsa Chief
Kordsa Chief Executive Officer Ali Çalışkan. Executive Officer (CEO) Ali Çalışkan says:
http://trbls.com

Johns Manville installs unit for glass fibre recycling in Slovakia
A unit for the thermal recycling of waste
glass fibres has been installed by Johns
Manville (JM) at its Engineered Products
plant in Trnava, Slovakia. Representing a
€10-million investment, the unit will be
able to recycle approximately 3 t of waste
glass fibre an hour—preventing more
than 10 kt of material from going to
landfill each year.
The unit will also enable the production
capacity of the plant to be increased,
according to the Director of Global
Operations for JM’s Engineered Products
business, Martin Nywlt. The unit
comprises a warehousing area,
feeding and transportation equipment,

a shredder, a
burning chamber
and a milling
system. After
processing, the
resulting glass
powder is free from
organic particles
and can be refed as
raw material into
the on-site glassproduction process
—creating a
closed loop.

Left, Johns Manville employees safely celebrate the start of the testing of
the thermal recycling unit in November 2020. Right, the feeder of the
recycling unit loaded with waste glass fibres.

Eric Brown, Director Corporate
Communications, Johns Manville.
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Tel: +1 (303) 809-2853.
Email: eric.brown@jm.com;
https://www.jm.com
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Airbond introduces latest splicing systems for the composites industry
•

•

Airbond’s splicers are now produced to
a high standard using additive
manufacturing processes, rather than
from milled aluminium.

Airbond is doubling the size of its product
range with the introduction of twelve
splicing systems for difficult-to-join fibres
and yarns, such as those used in the
composites industry. The company of
Pontypool, UK, says that the new
systems include:

•

a system that enables the splicing of
yarns with linear densities of up to 16 000
tex. Conventional systems can only splice
yarns of 1200 tex in linear density. The
yarns can be brittle, such as those made
from glass or carbon fibres, or strong,
such as those made from aramids;
a fixed-position system that enables the
recovery of waste yarn. Through a
process known as bit-winding, full
bobbins can be created by splicing
together yarns from partially used
bobbins. This splicer can be bolted to a
simple bit-winding machine and is
designed for frequently repeated
splicing over long periods of time;
a wrapping splicer for monofilaments
and fibrillated fibres. Further, this can be
used to splice braided yarn, heavily sized
or coated yarns and highly twisted yarns.
Using the splicer, two yarn-ends are
overlapped, and a fine auxiliary yarn is
tightly wrapped around them and bound
to produce a joint of high strength.

Other splicers in the new range can splice
yarns made from such as polypropylene

(PP) and polyamide (PA) with linear
densities of 2400 and 4800 tex.
Airbond says that the new splicers are
lighter, simpler and much more tolerant of
rough treatment than alternative
products, and can save companies time
and reduce wastage. The bodies of all
Airbond splicers are now produced to a
high standard using additive manufacturing (AM) processes, rather than
from milled aluminium.
The Managing Director of Airbond,
Graham Waters, says: “The splicing
industry has failed composites for
30 years—now we have something to
offer. We can now splice yarns which were
previously impossible, meeting the needs
of most composites’ applications, and are
working on others."
Graham Waters, Managing
Director, Airbond.
Tel: +44 (1495) 755661.
Email : graham@airbondsplicer.com;
https://www.airbondsplicer.com

Carpeted sandwich panels to be used in boot-floors for pair of vehicles
Polypropylene (PP) sandwich panels from
nonwovens specialist Fynotej of Mexico
City are to be used to produce the bootfloors of two vehicles.
The company has signed contracts with
what it describes as "two of the world's
largest automotive manufacturers" to
supply a total of 120 000 m2 of the
honeycomb panels, called Fynocore, over
two years. One contract concerns the
supply of the panels for a vehicle that is
yet to be launched, while the other is for a
vehicle that is already in production.
Fynotej says that the panels are light in
weight, strong, recyclable and costeffective to produce. They are made using
a significant amount of recycled content.
Further, the company can use a proprietary in-line thermofusion process to
laminate nonwoven carpets to the
surfaces of the panels, eliminating the
need for adhesive bonding.
The panels are manufactured using
ThermHex technology licensed from
EconCore of Leuven, Belgium, through
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which honeycomb structures are
produced from a single continuous
thermoplastic sheet using a sequence of
thermoforming, folding and bonding
operations. The cell size, density and
thickness of the honeycombs can be
tailored through simple adjustments to
the hardware and/or process parameters.
The process allows for the inline bonding
of solid skins to one or both sides of the
honeycomb for the manufacture of
composite panels.
The Chief Operating Officer (COO) at
EconCore, Tomasz Czarnecki, says that
the ability to “extrude” honeycomb
sandwich panels continuously and costeffectively, combined with the large
number of materials that could be used
for the production of both the core and
the skins, open-up a wide variety of
applications for which the technology
could be used.
Sales Manager at Fynotej, Fabiola Carbajal,
adds that ThermHex "is extremely
versatile, as it can be tuned to fit the
customer’s requirements while, for the

applications requiring it, the thermoplastic honeycomb panels can also be
effectively compression-moulded to more
complex geometries."
Fynotej sells 5-mm-thick(1) and 30-mmthick(2) versions of Fynocore.
See also: (1)https://english.fynotej.com/
wp-content/uploads/2020/06/
ENG-FICHATECNICA_5mm_
FYNOCORE-2019_LOW.pdf
(2)

https://english.fynotej.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/06/ENG-FICHATECNICA_
FYNOCORE_30MM_2019_LOW.pdf
Fabiola Carbajal, Sales
Manager, Fynotej.
Tel: +52 (55) 4848-4106.
Email: fcarbajal@fynotej.com;
https://english.fynotej.com
Tomasz Czarnecki, Chief Operating
Officer, EconCore NV.
Tel: +32 (16) 3810-66.
Email: Tomasz.Czarnecki@EconCore.com;
http://www.econcore.com
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Optimising carbon composites for the production of turbine blades
The use of carbon fibre-reinforced plastics
(CFRPs) could lower the cost and improve
the performance of wind-turbine blades if
the materials are tailored specifically for the
application, according to a team led by
researchers at Sandia National Laboratories
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA.

filament count of
457 k from Kaltex
Naucalpan de
Juarez, Mexico, and
a 363-k material
from Taekwang of
Seoul, South Korea).

When the research
team studied
these low-cost
carbon fibres, they
discovered that they
performed better
than current
commercial
Sandia National Laboratory's Brandon Ennis holds a pultruded
materials in terms of section of a composite reinforced with affordable carbon fibre
the cost-specific
developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
properties of most
reinforced with the novel carbon fibres
interest to the wind industry.
Of all the companies producing wind
even reduced predicted materials costs
turbines, however, only one – Vestas of
Aarhus, Denmark – uses CFRPs extensively ORNL provided developmental samples of when compared with the use of GFRP for
the production of a spar cap for an
in their blades (for the production of spar carbon fibre from its Carbon Fiber
onshore turbine blade(2).
Technology Facility and composites
caps). The wind industry designs its
reinforced with them, as well as similar
turbine blades using only commercially
composites made from commercially
available materials, and the high capital
Ennis says: “While the optimal carbon fibre
available carbon fibre (PX35 from Zoltek
costs associated with introducing new
for the wind industry does not exist on
of St Louis, Missouri, USA), for comparison. the market yet, [these] new textile carbon
production lines that would enable the
use of CFRPs for the production of these
fibres [have] performance characteristics
parts represents a significant barrier to the Members of the team at Montana State
that have higher value for the specific
University in Bozeman, USA, measured the loads that a wind turbine experiences.
wider adoption of these materials.
mechanical properties of composites
Developing this material commercially
reinforced with the novel carbon fibres,
Wind-turbine blades are the largest
could enable the benefits of carbon fibre
those reinforced with the commercially
single-piece composite structures in the
materials to be realised more broadly by
available carbon fibre, and standard GFRPs. the wind industry and lower the overall
world, and the wind industry could
Then Ennis combined these measurements cost of wind energy.”
represent the largest market for CFRPs
with cost-modelling results from ORNL. He
by weight if a material that competed
used these data in a blade-design analysis
with GFRP on a cost–value basis was
See also: This issue, The race to develop
to assess the system-impact of using
commercially available, says the
methods for recycling wind-turbine blades,
composites reinforced with the novel
Sandia team.
page 11.
carbon fibres, instead of standard carbon
(1)Cutting the cost of carbon fibre,
Cost is the main consideration during the fibre or GFRPs, for the production of spar
caps for turbine blades.
design of components for the wind
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/72346
industry, yet turbine manufacturers also
He found that the novel CFRPs possessed up (2)Optimized carbon fiber composites in
have to build blades that can withstand
to 56% more compressive strength per
the compressive and fatigue loads that
wind turbine blade design,
they experience as they rotate for up to 30 dollar than commercially available carbon
https://energy.sandia.gov/download/45350/
fibre. Typically, manufacturers accommodate
years. Rotor Aeroelastic Lead at Sandia,
a lower compressive strength by using more Brandon Lee Ennis, Rotor Aeroelastic
and the principal investigator for the
project, Brandon Ennis, and his colleagues material to make a component, which then
Lead, Sandia National Laboratory.
increases costs. Considering the higher
wondered if pultruded CFRPs reinforced
Tel: +1 (505) 845-8646.
compressive strength-per-cost of the novel
with novel low-cost carbon fibres being
Email: blennis@sandia.gov;
carbon fibres, Ennis predicts that, for the
developed at Oak Ridge National
https://energy.sandia.gov
production of a spar cap, they would enable
Laboratory in Tennessee, USA,(1) would
savings in material costs of about 40% when Michael J Paulus, Director Technology
demonstrate the necessary performance,
compared with the commercial carbon fibre. Transfer, Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
while also bringing cost benefits, for the
production of turbine blades. The carbon
Tel: +1 (865) 574-1051.
Owing to their improved fatiguefibres are made from textile-grade
Email: paulusmj@ornl.gov;
resistance, the use of composites
acrylonitrile precursors (tows with a
https://www.ornl.gov
They say that wind blades made from
CFRPs could weigh 25% less than those
made from traditional glass fibrereinforced plastics (GFRPs), meaning that
they could be made longer and therefore
generate more energy. CFRPs also
demonstrate high fatigue-resistance,
meaning that blades made from them
will have longer working lives than their
GFRP counterparts.
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Insulation update
Aerogel-enhanced insulation made using recycled content
PrimaLoft Inc is increasing the postconsumer recycled (PCR) content of its
range of aerogel-enhanced, thermally
insulating fibres (Cross Core Series).
Fibres in the Cross Core Series are
embedded with particles of silica aerogel,
which improves the thermal insulation
they provide while keeping them light in
weight. These fibres will now be made
using up to 90% PCR content.

The range comprises:
•

•

PrimaLoft Gold Insulation with Cross
Core, which will now be made using
90% PCR material, up from 35% in the
previous version. A stretchable version is
now also available, which allows for
greater freedom of movement and
contains 70% PCR content;
PrimaLoft Gold Insulation Hi-Loft Ultra
with Cross Core, which has a distinctive
accordion-like structure that imparts high
loft and quick compression recovery.
Suitable for use in puffy jackets and
sleeping bags, this product is now made
from 74% PCR content;
PrimaLoft Silver Insulation ThermoPlume
with Cross Core Technology, which
delivers the look and performance of
natural down, is highly compressible and
is treated with a water-repellent finish.

Senior Vice President (SVP) of Engineering,
Insulation and Polymers at PrimaLoft –
based in Latham, New York, USA – Vanessa
Mason, says: “When we first began
experimenting with the idea of using
aerogel in insulation fibres, our focus
was on getting the formula right so
that we were delivering a new level of
thermal performance.

•

“Once we became the first to crack that
code, we knew we needed to continue to
innovate on the sustainability side and
find a way to use as much recycled
content as possible, while maintaining
that performance."

Florian Schneiderbanger,
Communications, PrimaLoft GmbH.
Tel: +49 (1621) 026-382.
Email: florian.schneiderbanger@
primaloft.com;
http://www.primaloft.com

Commercialising milkweed-based thermal insulation
Thermally insulating nonwovens based on
fibres extracted from milkweed (Asclepias
syriaca), a plant native to North America,
are being produced on a commercial
scale by Eko-Terre Inc of Cowansville,
Quebec, Canada.

known butterflies, the monarch. Encore 3
of Granby, Quebec, for instance, found
that such fibres behave like cotton, but
feel like silk, and levels of just 15–35% of
them in blends with other fibres create
soft fabrics for garments(1).

The company will sell rolls of nonwoven
insulation (with areal densities of 50, 100,
150, 200 and 250 g.m–2 and a width of
1.5 m) under the name Vegeto for use in
clothing. The nonwovens comprise
milkweed fibres and bio-based thermobonding fibres and, once formed, are
bonded using infrared (IR) radiation. The
General Manager of Eko-Terre's Milkweed
Division, Ghyslain Bouchard, says that the
company could produce 150 000–200 000
m of the nonwovens a year, depending
on their areal weight. The production
process is powered exclusively by
hydroelectric energy.

At the same time, the hollow fibre has a
level of thermal insulation nearly
equivalent to that of goose down.

Significant research has been carried-out
in Canada to commercialise fibres
extracted from milkweed, which is the
food of one of North America's best-
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PrimaLoft Cross Core Series fibres are
embedded with particles of this aerogel.

Johns Manville increases
capacity for pipe insulation
Johns Manville (JM) has completed the
first phase of work to increase production
of glass-fibre pipe insulation at its plant in
Defiance, Ohio, USA.
Through the work, the first of two new
production lines has been installed. JM of
Denver, Colorado, USA, says that the line
will enable it to meet increasing demand
for its Micro-Lok HP and Micro-Lok HP
Ultra pipe insulation, which are used
primarily in commercial buildings.
Work began in March 2019 and was due
to be completed in early 2020, but the
human coronavirus (covid-19) pandemic
and the associated restrictions on travel
caused a six-month delay to the project.

Encore 3 also found that fibres extracted
from milkweed are able to absorb up
to 40 times their own weight in oil
and float on water, making their use
to clean spills of crude oil at sea an
interesting possibility.

To get the project back on track, the JM
team in Defiance equipped its engineers
with a wearable heads-up display system,
which enabled them to view reference
images as they worked. Further, the
system – called HoloLens and developed
by Microsoft of Redmond, Washington,
USA – captures high-definition footage of
objects in front of the wearer, which can
be viewed in real time at a remote
location. This technology helped to bridge
the distance between engineers in
Germany and the team in Defiance, so
that the expansion could be finished.

See also: (1)Silk-like fibre from milkweed
available, https://www.technicaltextiles.net/node/51365

JM has had a facility in Defiance for more
than 60 years and the expansion will
create more than 30 jobs there.

Ghyslain Bouchard, General Manager,
Milkweed Division, Eko-Terre.
Tel: +1 (450) 513-0136.
Email: gbouchard@eko-terre.com;
https://www.vegetoinsulation.com

Eric Brown, Director Corporate
Communications, Johns Manville.
Tel: +1 (303) 809-2853.
Email: eric.brown@jm.com;
https://www.jm.com
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Polytrimethylene terephthalate fibres impart stretch to down fabric
A fabric made from a combination of
goose-down and fibres of polytrimethylene terephthalate (PTT) has been
unveiled by its developers, Natural
Insulation Products Inc (NIPI) and DuPont.
NIPI of Rome, Italy, manufactures what it
claims to be the world's only fabric to be
made entirely from down. Called
Thindown, the fabric is lightweight,
thermally insulating and breathable, can
be cut and sewn like conventional fabrics,
and eliminates the need for quilted
sections typically found in down
garments, such as jackets.
By incorporating PTT fibres (Sorona) from
Dupont of Wilmington, Delaware, USA,

into the fabric, it can be made softer and
more stretchable.
Sorona fibres are made using some raw
materials that are derived from plants.
DuPont says that the manufacture of
Sorona requires 30% less energy and
results in the emission of 63% less
greenhouse gas, compared with an
equivalent amount of petrochemicalbased polyamide (PA). The resulting
bio-based fibres are soft, easy to dye, have
good colour-fastness, and are resistant to
chlorine and ultraviolet (UV) radiation.
Sorona fibres are used in the fabrics to
make them stretchable, eliminating the
need for elastane. The unique molecular

structure and crystalline morphology,
with strain deformation occurring in the
crystalline regions, allows for full recovery
of the stretched fibres.
Thindown + Sorona fabrics are available in
areal weights of 45, 60 and 80 g.m–2.
Natural Insulation Products Inc.
https://www.thindown.it
Laurie Kronenberg, Global Marketing
Director, DuPont Tate & Lyle Bio
Products.
Tel: +1 (302) 695-8161.
Email: laurel.j.kronenberg@
dupont.com;
http://www.duponttateandlyle.com

Polyester fabric from Brrr continuously draws heat and moisture away from the skin
Brrr embeds a cooling agent (a natural
mineral compound) in fabrics at the nanoscale. Once treated, such fabrics are more
comfortable in use and the effects are
permanent; the additive does not wash
out and its effect does not diminish.

A polyester fabric (brrr° Pro) that instantly
and continuously draws heat and moisture
away from the skin has been launched for
the production of sportswear by Brrr.

Brrr is an Atlanta, Georgia, USA-based
start-up that became incorporated in 2014
and is a charter member of Advanced
Functional Fabrics of America (AFFOA). Cofounder and Chief Executive Officer (CEO),
Mary-Cathryn Kolb is one of the inventors
of the technology it uses, which is based
on research at the Athens-based University
of Georgia, the University of Kentucky in
Lexington and the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) in Cambridge.

The company claims that the fibres in brrr° The technology exploits a natural mineral
Pro generate a cooling effect, and that the compound as the cooling agent, embedding
it in fabrics at the nano-scale. Tests confabric wicks moisture and dries quickly.
ducted by the Hohenstein Institute in
Bönnigheim, Germany, have awarded Brrr’s
fabrics high ratings for their effectiveness(1).

Creating thermal insulation from waste silk fabrics
A process that enables waste from the
production of silk fabrics to be recycled
into high-performance thermal insulation
for outdoor wear has been developed
by Freudenberg Performance Materials
and Ratti.
The two companies – of Weinheim,
Germany, and Guanzate, Italy, respectively
– have been working together on
sustainability projects since the start of
2020 and the recycling process is the first
to result from these efforts. The nonwoven
insulation is made from 70% recycled silk
and is produced by Freudenberg using
an airlaid process. The company says that
the process enables it to create a
multitude of tiny air chambers in the

nonwoven, which impart excellent
thermal insulation properties and a high
degree of breathability.

Kolb believes Brrr’s technology is superior
because it does not use synthetic chemicals.
She also says most of the competitors
overhype their fabrics, which are largely
based on the principle of wicking away
moisture. Others dip fabrics into chemicals
that are applied to the surface and so subject
to wear and consequent loss of effectiveness.

The company adds that high dimensional
stability and wash-resistance demonstrated by the insulation, coupled with its
impressive durability, make it an attractive
proposition for environmentally conscious
outdoor enthusiasts.
See also: (1)US companies race to
commercialize technologies for cooling fabrics,
Holger Steingraeber, Director Global
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/73551
Communications, Freudenberg
Performance Materials Holding SE & Co. KG. Mary-Cathryn Kolb, Chief Executive
Tel: +49 (6201) 806640.
Officer, Brrr.
Email: Holger.Steingraeber@
Tel: +1 (646) 592-0452.
freudenberg-pm.com;
Email: mckolb@brrr.com;
https://www.freudenberg-pm.com
http://www.brrr.com
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Aerospace update
High-performance fabric from Heathcoat delivers a soft landing on Mars
before launch to
ensure that microorganisms from
Earth do
not contaminate
other planets.

testing and ultimately our landing
on Mars.”
The NASA team tested the parachute
three times in Mars-like conditions, using
Black Brant IX sounding rockets.

The final test flight exposed the parachute
The parachute is
to a 300 000-N load – the highest ever
made from a
survived by a supersonic parachute and
version of
about 85% higher than what the mission’s
Heathcoat's
DecelAir parachute parachute was expected to encounter
during deployment in Mars’ atmosphere.
fabric, which is
woven on a loom
In addition to space exploration,
from Picanol of
DecelAir Superlight, Heathcoat’s
Ieper, Belgium,
commercial parachute fabric brand, is
A parachute made from Heathcoat Fabrics' DecelAir fabric from a highbeing tested at NASA's Ames Research Centre in Mountain tenacity polyamide also successfully being used for dronerecovery parachutes, paragliders and
View, California, USA. (PA) 66 yarn—
reserve parachutes for skydivers.
before being
washed, coloured
Peter Hill, Director, Woven Fabrics,
A high-performance textile developed by and processed with a special finish to
Heathcoat Fabrics Ltd.
ensure its rapid deployment. The
Heathcoat Fabrics of Tiverton, UK, for the
Tel: +44 1884 254949.
production of parachutes has enabled the material was then sewn into its
parachute form in the USA and tested in Email: peter.hill@heathcoat.co.uk;
US National Aeronautics and Space
https://www.heathcoat.co.uk
the world's largest wind tunnel.
Administration (NASA)'s Perseverance
rover to land safely on Mars.
Filips Lombaert, Picanol NV.
The lead engineer responsible for testing
Tel: +32 (57) 222111.
the parachute at NASA's Jet Propulsion
Perseverance started its 480-million-km
Fax: +32 (57) 222248.
Laboratory (JPL) in La Cañada Flintridge,
journey to the red planet when it was
Email: flmb@picanol.be;
California, Ian Clark, says: "This mission
launched on an Atlas V rocket from
http://www.picanol.be
required us to design and build a [22-m]
Cape Canaveral Space Force Station in
72-foot parachute
Florida, USA, on 30 July 2020. On 18
that could survive
February 2021, it entered the Martian
inflating in a Mach 2
atmosphere. Owing to the distance
wind in about half a
between Earth and Mars, there is an
11-minute delay in any communications, second. This is an
extraordinary
meaning that Perseverance has to
engineering
operate autonomously.
challenge, but one
that was absolutely
Further, because the planet's atmosphere is incredibly thin, it does not offer necessary for the
mission. To ensure
much resistance, doing little to slowthey worked on Mars
down the rover as it travelled within its
under those harsh
protective shell.
conditions, we had
to test our parachute
Just four minutes after entering the
designs here on
Martian atmosphere, and still travelling
Earth first.
at 20 000 km.h–1, the rover deployed a
Replicating the
parachute to slow its descent. In the
thin Martian atmosphere, the parachute Martian environment
meant that we
was only able to slow the vehicle to
about 320 km.h–1, but this represented a needed to get our
98.4% reduction in speed and generated payload halfway to
the edge of space
colossal shock forces that it had to
This annotated image was taken during the landing of the
and go at twice the Perseverance rover on 18 February 2021. Using binary code,
withstand. Further, it had to do this in
the extreme cold of the Martian climate. speed of sound.
two messages were encoded in the parachute: Dare
It also had to be resistant to high temp- Sounding rockets
mighty things; the coordinates of the NASA Jet Propulsion
were critical to our
eratures, as it needed to be sterilised
Laboratory's visitor centre.
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Finishing update
Swedish company invests in high-efficiency spray-dyeing line
The first industrial-scale installation of a
spray-dyeing line that slashes the
consumption of fresh water, energy and
chemicals, as well as reducing wastewater,
by as much as 90% when compared with
conventional jet-dyeing lines is to be
installed at 7H Färgeri.
The Dye-Max spray-dyeing line(1), from
imogo of Limhamn, Sweden, was due to
be delivered to the 7H Färgeri plant close
to the Swedish city of Borås in the first
week of March 2021. It will have a full
working width of 1.8 m, an operating
speed of up to 50 m.min–1 and will be
used for the reactive dyeing of cellulosic
fibre-based fabrics. Further, it can be used
for the application of a wide range of pretreatments and finishes to fabrics, making
it highly versatile.
A Mini-Max laboratory unit, which will
enable 7H Färgeri to conduct preliminary
trials prior to running fabrics on the full
industrial-scale line, will also be delivered
as part of the contract.
The Dye-Max application unit is a closed
chamber containing a series of spray
cassettes with precision nozzles for
accurate and consistent coverage, each
nozzle working in combination with a
patented valve that controls the volume

The recently formed Swedish company imogo introduced a spray-dyeing technology
(Dye-Max) during ITMA 2019.

of chemical applied. The chamber also has
an exhaust system and droplet separator
to ensure that the environment around
the unit is kept clean. There is one set of
spray cassettes for each of the three
separate dye-dispersion feed lines and
they can be easily exchanged, without the
need for tools, in less than one minute.
This allows for extremely fast changeovers

Pilot plant for antimicrobial nanoparticle-based formulation
A pilot plant for the production of an
antimicrobial, silver nanoparticle-based
formulation (called NanoFense) for
enhancing the performance of filter
media is being constructed in Downs,
Kansas, USA.
The developer of the formulation, Applied
Nanoscience Inc (ANI) of Las Vegas,
Nevada, USA, is working closely with both
Downs Enterprises Inc and Kansas State
University's Technology Development
Institute (TDI) in Manhattan on the
project, which has received support from
the Kansas Department of Commerce.
The President and Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of ANI, Thomas Allen, says that there
is a "global need for air-filtration
companies to offer genuinely protective
and higher-performing products", adding
that his company's technology can be

used to create a "competitive advantage
in many markets currently utilising
generic, untreated filter media."
ANI's NEFT platform of nanoparticle
formulations is protected by numerous
patents worldwide, which cover the three
main routes for their application to filter
media: as a powder coating; impregnation
into the media; placing pellets of the
formulation adjacent to filter media. The
company says that the "unique performance
characteristics of the NEFT platform" enable
media not only to filter bacteria, viruses,
fungal spores and other pathogens from the
air, but also to destroy them.
Thomas Allen, President and Chief
Executive Officer, Applied Nanoscience Inc.
Tel: +1 (830) 837-8878.
Email: tallen@appliednanoscience.com;
http://www.appliednanoscience.com
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between colours, because the operator
simply needs to insert a new cassette.
Unlike existing processes, there is no need
for a lengthy, thorough cleaning of the
chamber each time and, because the
spray cassettes are interchangeable, all
maintenance on them can be performed
off-line.
imogo’s Founding Partner, Per Stenflo,
says: “We are achieving an extremely low
liquor ratio of around 0.5-1 l.kg–1 and we
fully control the pickup, applying precisely
what is required to the specific fabric.
Compared with traditional padders, there
is no contamination of the dyebath or
dilution of the dye liquor to worry about."
The imogo Mini-Max, meanwhile, frees-up
valuable production time by avoiding
wasteful pre-runs. The user simply sets
the recipe with the Mini-Max and transfers
the parameters to the Dye-Max recipe
database for the system to be fully
production-ready.
See also: (1)Technical Textiles International,
Winter 2020, Saving every last drop—dyers
innovate to save precious resources, page 15;
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/76002
Per Stenflo, Founding Partner, imogo AB.
Mobile/cellular: +46 (79) 339-9977.
Email: per.stenflo@imogotech.com;
https://www.imogotech.com
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Medical textiles update
Prototype knitted graft shows promise as replacement for artery
A prototype circular-knitted vascular graft
that can serve as a replacement for a
damaged or blocked coronary artery is
being developed by researchers at North
Carolina State University (NCSU) in
Raleigh, USA.
The graft is knitted from hybrid yarns of
collagen filaments and polylactic acid
(PLA) multifilaments. In the journal
Materials Science and Engineering: C, the
NCSU researchers – together with
partners from Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, Ohio, USA –
report that the graft demonstrates
improved strength compared with one
knitted from yarns of collagen alone, and
flexibility similar to that of the human
coronary artery(1).
Further, the researchers show that human
endothelial cells adhere well to the graft
and grow, indicating that it could aid in
the regeneration of the lining of the
coronary artery.
The senior author of the study is Professor
of Biotextiles and Textile Technology at the
Wilson College of Textiles at NCSU, Martin
King. He says: “We see this as a new direction for research into coronary artery
replacement grafts. The use of collagen
yarns is very new. We relied not just on one
material, but we mixed the materials
together and showed [the two] can provide
both mechanical strength and the biological response that we are looking for.”
Currently, a patient can have their
coronary artery replaced with a vein from

their leg or their
mammary artery,
but some patients
do not have viable
blood vessels
that can be
harvested and
used in this way.
The first author of
the paper and a
graduate student at
the Wilson College
of Textiles, Fan
The graft is knitted from this hybrid yarn of collagen filaments
Zhang, says: “There and polylactic acid multifilaments.
is a need to find an
the researchers have found that the
alternative solution for this kind of
patient. That is why we are looking to use graft has “excellent” bursting strength
and compliance—properties that
tissue-engineered vascular grafts.”
enable it to expand and contract with
There are multiple challenges to designing each heartbeat.
a synthetic vascular graft that could
The work is still at a preclinical stage and
replace a coronary artery, the researchers
has yet to be tested in a living animal.
say. Some models have failed owing to
problems with clotting and the narrowing
of the arteries, while other models are not The researchers still have to improve their
prototype to overcome additional design
able to expand and contract with the
challenges, including that of how to
beating of the heart.
reduce the porous nature of the hybrid
graft. However, they believe that their
To solve these problems with their graft,
findings show it is possible to combine
the NCSU team combined a collagen
both biological and synthetic materials
yarn developed by researchers at Case
in the design of a synthetic coronary
Western Reserve with one made from
artery graft.
biocompatible PLA.
When PLA degrades, it forms lactic acid.
Human endothelial cells stick to the
scaffold ten times more readily than they
do to synthetic yarn alone and demonstrate three times the growth. Further,

King says: “We were also able to manufacture the prototype graft using highspeed textile production machinery,
which will facilitate future manufacturing
scale-up and translation to a commercial
graft and the clinic.”
See also: (1)Materials Science and
Engineering: C, Volume 118, January 2021,
111418, A hybrid vascular graft
harnessing the superior mechanical
properties of synthetic fibers and the
biological performance of
collagen filaments,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.msec.2020.111418

Martin King, Professor, Biotextiles
and Textile Technology, Wilson
College of Textiles, North Carolina
State University.
Tel: +1 (919) 515-1011.
Email: mwking2@ncsu.edu;
https://sites.textiles.ncsu.edu/
The researchers used a circular-knitting machine to make a prototype of the graft. biomedicaltextiles
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Nonwovens update
Wetlaid–hydroentanglement line for wipes started-up in Spain
A wetlaid–hydroentanglement (wetlace)
line has been installed at the factory of
Spanish paper manufacturer Papel
Aralar, where it is being used for the
manufacture of plastic-free, biodegradable, flushable wipes.
The company, which has its headquarters in
Amezketa, is now running two wetlace lines
with a total annual production capacity of
45 kt. Both have been supplied by German
companies, Trützschler Nonwovens & ManMade Fibers of Mönchengladbach and
Voith Paper of Heidenheim. The Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) of Papel Aralar,
Senén Amunarriz, says: "Our decision to
invest in this state-of-the-art new
production line was driven by the forecast
growth in demand for biodegradable
substrates for wet-wipe production.”
Voith supplied stock preparation equipment
(BlueLine), the main parts of the paper
machine (XcelLine) and a comprehensive

package of automation and control
systems. The line
features a HydroFormer, which
enables a heavily
diluted suspension to
be used to produce
nonwovens made
entirely of cellulose.
Trützschler Nonwovens, meanwhile,
completed the line
Papel Aralar's facility in Amezketa, Spain.
with its AquaJet
Tel: +49 (6103) 401321.
hydroentanglement system and an energyefficient multi-drum dryer, both of which have Email: jutta.stehr@truetzschler.de;
https://www.truetzschler-nonwovens.de
been adapted to the needs of the wetlaid
process. The line was started-up in December
Julia Schaefer, Global Communication
2020 and has been running smoothly since.
Manager, Voith Paper.
Tel: +49 (7321) 376995.
Jutta Stehr, Senior Marketing Manager,
Email: Julia.Schaefer@voith.com;
Trützschler Nonwovens & Man-Made
https://voith.com
Fibers GmbH.

Dilo and SICAM to supply
EDANA welcomes UK–European Union trade agreement
hydroentanglement equipment
DiloGroup is now able to supply complete
hydroentanglement lines following the
signing of an agreement with SICAM.
DiloGroup of Eberbach, Germany, is a
major supplier of lines for the production
of nonwovens and has traditionally
specialised in needling lines for staple fibre
products and high-speed needlelooms for
the production of spunbonds. The
company also sells fibre-preparation and
high-speed web-forming equipment for
the manufacture of other nonwovens.
Until recently, however, the company did
not supply hydroentanglement lines
complete with water-jet units, ovens and
end-of-line equipment. This situation has
now changed with the formation of a
partnership with SICAM of Milan, Italy.
Andrea Wunder, Marketing, DiloGroup.
Tel: +49 (6271) 940-239.
Email: wunder@dilo.de;
http://www.dilo.de
SICAM srl.
Tel +39 (02) 826-6081.
Email: info@sicamsrl.com;
https://www.sicamsrl.com

The Trade & Cooperation Agreement
(TCA) signed in December 2020 between
the European Union (EU) and the UK and,
in particular, its specific rules of origin for
nonwovens hase been welcomed by
EDANA of Brussels, Belgium.
EDANA’s Market Analysis and Economic
Affairs Director, Jacques Prigneaux,
says: “This trade agreement not only
guarantees that nonwoven roll goods will
be able to continue to travel between EU
member states and the UK without
customs duties, but also recognises that a
nonwoven process is sufficient to confer
the origin on the product."
Rules of origin determine where goods
have been produced or manufactured,
rather than where they have been
shipped from. The origin is effectively the
'economic nationality' of the goods
traded. In order to qualify for the zero
preferential tariff under the TCA,
nonwoven products (with a harmonised
system code of 5603) must originate in
the EU or the UK. According to a specific
rule for nonwovens, devised and
promoted by EDANA, and included in the
TCA, any nonwovens produced locally will
be considered as originating in the EU or
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the UK, even if they have been made from
non-originating materials.
The General Manager of EDANA, Pierre
Wiertz, sees a number of positive
outcomes for producers of nonwovens
from the TCA. He explains: "On one hand,
the ability for all of them to keep doing
business as usual, or even expand trade
opportunities, whether they trade
from the EU or the UK, and on the other
hand, the official recognition, hopefully
once and for all, of the fact that manufacturing nonwoven roll goods is a
substantial enough operation to confer
origin status". He adds that the latter
outcome marks another step in the
independence of the nonwovens industry
from the customs rules for traditional
textiles, "which too often unnecessarily
constrained its development.”
Seán Kerrigan, Communications & Media
Relations Executive, EDANA.
Tel: +32 (2) 740-1816.
Email: Sean.Kerrigan@edana.org
Pierre Wiertz, General Manager, EDANA.
Tel: +32 (2) 740-1823.
Email: pierre.wiertz@edana.org;
http://www.edana.org
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Nonwovens update
Lotus Teknik to produce biodegradable wipes using Andritz wetlace line
Turkish manufacturer Lotus Teknik AŞ has
ordered a wetlaid–hydroentaglement
(wetlace) line, for the production of
biodegradable, plastic-free wet wipes,
from the Andritz Group.
Andritz Group of Graz, Austria, says that
the neXline wetlace carded pulp (CP) line
is scheduled for start-up by the end of
2021. It will feature stock preparation
equipment, including approach flow and
fan pump systems, opening and blending
systems, a TT card, a wetlaid forming unit,
a hydroentanglement system, a filtration
unit, and dewatering and through-air
drying systems.

Andritz says that the wetlace CP process
combines the benefits of two web-forming
technologies (drylaid and wetlaid), and
bonding by hydroentanglement. Using it,
natural fibres can be processed to generate
a high-performance and cost-effective wipe.
Lotus Teknik AŞ is a producer of nonwoven roll goods and a member of the
Sapro Group, which is based in Istanbul,
Turkey, and is one of the top three
producers of wet wipes globally. The
company produces, converts and supplies
some 120 million wipes a day for personal,
household and industrial uses, exporting
70% of its products to countries across

Europe, and to the Middle East, the USA,
Canada and Australia.
Petra Wolf, Assistant, Group Finance,
Corporate Communications & Investor
Relations, Andritz AG.
Tel: +43 (316) 6902-2722.
Email: petra.wolf@andritz.com
Michael Buchbauer, Head of Corporate
Communications, Andritz AG.
Email: michael.buchbauer@andritz.com;
https://www.andritz.com
Sapro Group.
https://www.sapro.com.tr

Hydroentanglement line to be installed in Romania for first time
Romanian company Minet SA is to produce
nonwovens for the hygiene market for the
first time using a hydroentanglement
(spunlace) line from Andritz Group.

Jetlace Essentiel hydroentanglement
unit equipped with a neXecodry S1
system and a neXdry double-drum
through-air dryer – to Minet SA of
Ramnicu Valcéa.

Andritz of Graz, Austria, says that when the
neXline spunlace eXcelle line is started-up
in the second quarter of 2022, it will be the
first of its kind in Romania. Further, it will:
•
•
•
•

Andritz has also recently completed the
commissioning of a neXline needlepunch
eXcelle line for Minet. This line manufactures automotive products from a wide
variety of fibres and features a card,
produce a wide variety of hygiene
products with areal weights of 25–70 g.m–2; crosslapper, batt drafter, two needlelooms
have a production capacity of 10 kt a year; and a Zeta felt drafter with a working
width of more than 6 m.
have an operating speed of up to
250 m.min–1;
The line is also equipped with Andritz's
have a maximum output at its carding
ProDyn web-profiling system.
outlet of around 1500 kg.h–1.

Andritz will deliver a complete line –
including one high-speed TT card, a

Founded in 1983, Minet serves more than
1000 customers, delivering 20 million

square metres of needlepunched felts for
use in automotive applications,
geotextiles and wadding.
Petra Wolf, Assistant, Group Finance,
Corporate Communications & Investor
Relations, Andritz AG.
Tel: +43 (316) 6902-2722.
Email: petra.wolf@andritz.com
Michael Buchbauer, Head of Corporate
Communications, Andritz AG.
Email: michael.buchbauer@andritz.com;
https://www.andritz.com
Minet Group.
Tel: +40 (350) 401710.
Fax: +40 (350) 401763.
Email: office@minet.ro;
https://www.minet-group.com

Comprehensive introduction to meltblown and spunbond nonwovens
A short course introducing the technical
aspects of the web-forming processes used
for the production of meltblown and
spunbond nonwovens – used for the
manufacture of such as face masks – has
been developed by the Nonwovens
Institute (NWI) at North Carolina State
University (NCSU) and will be organised by
the Association of Nonwoven Fabrics
Industry (INDA).
INDA of Cary, North Carolina, USA, says
that the 11.5-hour course will be held
across two days (24 March and 31 March
2021) and that an important part of
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the agenda will be virtual tours of the
NWI’s spunbond and meltblown lines
in Raleigh.

To register for the event or for more
information, visit https://www.inda.org/
education/advanced-training.php

Executive Director of the NWI and
Associate Dean of the NCSU State
University College of Textiles, Behnam
Pourdeyhimi, says: “Nonwoven professionals have expressed great interest in
expanding their knowledge in spunbond
and meltblown technologies. This new
course will ground participants in these
growing technologies, so they can
continue to expand their product lines
and businesses.”

Behnam Pourdeyhimi, Executive
Director, Nonwovens Institute, North
Carolina State University.
Email: bpourdey@ncsu.edu;
http://www.thenonwovensinstitute.com
Dave Rousse, President, Association of
the Nonwoven Fabrics Industry (INDA).
Tel: +1 (919) 459-3730.
Email: drousse@inda.org;
http://www.inda.org
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Nonwovens update
Technical Fibre Products targets growth in the hydrogen market
Technical Fibre Products (TFP) Ltd has
entered into a definitive agreement to
acquire a developer and manufacturer of
electrochemical materials used in fuel
cells and in the creation of hydrogen, PV3
Technologies Ltd.
The Managing Director of Kendal, UKbased TFP, Martin Thompson, says: “Fuel
cells are already a key growth market for
TFP; our nonwovens are used extensively
as gas-diffusion-layer [GDL] substrates for
fuel cells, and in the last financial year, TFP
saw a 40% growth in sales into this sector."
He adds that the purchase of PV3, which
has its headquarters in Launceston, UK,
will enable TFP to sell catalyst powders
for fuel cells and components for electro-

lysers, which are used to produce hydrogen used currently to 78 EJ, at which point it
will fulfil 18% of the world’s total final
from water. Following the acquisition, PV3
energy demand.
will be called TFP Hydrogen Products Ltd.
The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of PV3,
David Hodgson, says: "PV3 has optimised
its know-how in platinum-group metal
coatings to grow significantly over the
last nine years. The combination of TFP
and PV3 will leverage technology from
both companies, particularly around
metal coating.”
TFP adds that the acquisition of PV3 will
strengthen the position of its parent
company, James Cropper of Kendal, in a
market that is growing strongly globally. It
anticipates that the use of hydrogen will
increase eight-fold by 2050, from the 10 EJ

The market for electrolysers, meanwhile, is
set to grow at a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of over 10% between 2020
and 2030. TFP will now be able to sell
materials to companies operating at
numerous points along the supply chain
for hydrogen fuel.
Rosemary James, Marketing Manager,
Technical Fibre Products Ltd.
Tel: +44 (1539) 818229.
Fax: +44 (1539) 818230.
Email: rosemary.james@tfpglobal.com;
http://www.tfpglobal.com;
https://www.tfphydrogen.com

Military textiles update
Thin, lightweight body armour is unveiled
A range of ballistic body panels made
from ultra-high molecular weight
polyethylene (UHMWPE) fibres is – for
its level of performance – the thinnest
and lightest currently available, say its
US developers.
Safariland of Jacksonville, Florida, and
Hardwire LLC of Pocomoke City, Maryland,
claim that the latest versions of their
Hardwire Ballistic Panels have areal
densities of just 2.5 kg.m–2 and 3.3 kg.m–
2 (0.51 pounds per square foot and 0.68
pounds per square foot), while providing
protection to level II and IIIA standards,
respectively, as defined by the US National
Institute of Justice (NIJ). As such, they say
that the panels are up to 30% lighter than
any soft armour on the market and can be
worn all day without interfering with
routine tasks.
The panels are made entirely from
Dyneema UHMWPE (from Royal DSM of
Heerlen, The Netherlands) by Hardwire.
Layers of Dyneema fibres are compressed
at precisely set temperatures to yield
the panels.
Hardwire says that this process, coupled
with the topological ordering of the

layers, causes bullets to be flattened on
the surface of the panels. When a round—
spinning at 50 000 rotations per minute
hits the armour, it is arrested in its
following first quarter turn, imparting
massive torsional stress on the bullet
jacket. The stress waves are also transferred to the armour and along the fibres
from which it is made. Travelling at
hypersonic speeds, the stress waves
spread load and are then reflected back at
the projectile itself, which – combined
with the torsional loads from its arrested
rotation — opens its jacket and flattens it.
The panels are available for use in all of
Safariland’s concealable and tactical vests.
Safariland.
Email: mediainquiries@safariland.com;
https://safariland.com
Hardwire LLC.
Tel: +1 (410) 957-3669.
Fax: +1 (410) 957-3424.
https://hardwirellc.com
Claire Theunissen, Communications, DSM.
Tel: +31 (6) 3063-1754.
Email: claire.theunissen@dsm.com;
http://www.dsm.com
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Gentex to supply
protective equipment to
South Korean air force
A pilot wearing Gentex
Corp’s Pilot Protective
Clothing Set II

Gentex Corp of
Carbondale, Pennsylvania, USA, has
signed a US$20.6million contract to
supply sets of
equipment that protect against chemical,
biological, radiological and nuclear
(CBRN) threats to the air force of the
Republic of Korea. Called Gentex Pilot
Protective Clothing Set II (PP-II) and to be
used by pilots of F-15 and F-16 aircraft,
the sets comprise a CBRN suit, gloves,
socks and a respirator. Gentex says that
the sets are lightweight, comfortable to
wear, are portable and require no
modifications to be made to the aircraft,
or power to function.
Alexandra Brax, Director of
Communications, Gentex Corp.
Tel: +1 (617) 670-3547, x 2440.
Email: abrax@gentexcorp.com;
https://www.gentexcorp.com
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Smart textiles update
Textile-based sensor could detect pressure points for amputees
William A. Klopman Distinguished
Professor of Textile Engineering,
Chemistry and Science at NCSU's Wilson
College of Textiles, and the paper’s cocorresponding author, Tushar Ghosh, says:
“This approach that we thought of a few
years ago does work, and it is a readily
manufacturable technology. You cannot
put materials next to the skin that are
uncomfortable and may not be safe. So
we are using things that are used around
us all the time, and are soft and flexible.”

The textile-based
sensor being
developed by
researchers at North
Carolina State
University can
detect pressure
points on the socket
of a prosthetic limb.

A soft, flexible sensor made using electrically
conductive yarns could be employed to
determine pressure points in the socket of
an amputee’s prosthetic limb, according to
researchers from North Carolina State
University (NCSU) in Raleigh, USA.
The textile sensor could be worn on a
more regular basis than typical sensors
used to measure pressure in prosthetics;
such sensors are rigid, bulky and can be
heavy. Graduate student at NCSU's Wilson
College of Textiles – and the first author
of a paper describing the work(1) – Jordan
Tabor, says: "Rigid sensors negatively
affect the fit of amputees’ prosthetics.
Rigid sensors can also cause discomfort.
We designed sensors that can be
integrated into textiles in a way that does
not cause any additional discomfort for
the user.”
Developed by a multidisciplinary team at
NCSU, the sensor comprises a lattice of
insulated, electrically conductive yarns
that is deposited on a textile and is
connected to a small device that captures
the data it generates. The researchers
have found that it can reliably track
pressure changes as they occur. When
they apply a small electric charge from a
battery to the sensor, they can measure
the amount of electrical charge present at
each lattice point. The charges change
depending on how close together the
yarns are, which relates to how much
pressure is applied to them.
A Professor of Electrical Engineering at
NCSU, Alper Bozkurt, says: “We
connected the textile fibres to an
electrical circuit that is a little larger than
a quarter, and that can scan as many as
10 by 10 fibres. That gives us 100 points
of measurement.”
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In one experiment, the researchers tested
whether the patch could detect changes
in pressure when they placed it on an
artificial limb, which was turned at
different angles. Then they used it to test
pressure changes when an able-bodied
person wore the sensor patch while
walking with a bent-knee adaptor and
while shifting their weight from one leg
to the other.
In their final experiment, an amputee
wore the patch on the liner of their
prosthetic lower leg in areas where it
typically applies higher pressure. They
tested the sensor patch while the
volunteer shifted their weight and walked
on a treadmill, finding that it was durable
and could reliably monitor pressure
changes in the socket.

While researchers use a yarn that is
commercially available for the study, they
are working on developing their version
that will be able to detect parameters
other than pressure changes. They also
plan to integrate the sensors into
prosthetic sockets directly, or into
a wearable item, and need to look at their
potential clinical value in a larger study.
See also: (1)IEEE Sensors Journal, Early
access, Textile-based pressure sensors for
monitoring prosthetic-socket interfaces,
https://doi.org/10.1109/JSEN.2021.3053434
Tushar Ghosh, William A. Klopman
Distinguished Professor, Wilson College of
Textiles, North Carolina State University.
Tel: +1 (919) 515-6568.
Email: tghosh@ncsu.edu;
http://www.nscu.edu

Bally Ribbon Mills works to commercialise smart textiles
A variety smart textiles are being commercialised by Bally Ribbon Mills (BRM) of
Bally, Philadelphia, USA, using its narrow
woven base fabrics (E-Webbings).
E-Webbings serve as the foundation layers
into which electronic devices can be
integrated directly. BRM says that
E-Webbings enable the production of
compact, lightweight, comfortable and
cost-effective products. The fabrics are
made from a wide variety of fibres and
electrically conductive elements. BRM
works with customers to design the
textiles for specific applications.
Using E-Webbings, BRM is developing
such as textile-embedded light-emitting
diodes (LEDs), textiles that can measure
changes in temperature and mechanical
loads, textiles that can provide shielding

from electromagnetic interference (EMI)
and textiles with antimicrobial properties.
To shorten research and development
(R&D) time for these technologies, the
company is using established electrical
components and is forming informal
partnerships with fabricators and original
equipment manufacturers.
The company frequently manufactures
small batches of products, using an
iterative process that helps suppliers
increase technology readiness levels
(TRLs) of the devices they are developing.
Bally Ribbon Mills.
Tel: +1 (610) 845-2211.
Fax: +1 (610) 845-8013.
Email: brm@ballyribbon.com;
http://www.BallyRibbon.com
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Smart textiles update
Karl Mayer sets-up innovation platform and develops smart textiles
A platform designed to encourage the
exchange of ideas and enable the testing
of new technologies has been established
by Karl Mayer of Obertshausen, Germany.
Called Textile Makerspace, the platform
showcases a number of technologies being
developed by the machinery builder,
including those for the production of smart
textiles, called Textile Circuit. At the end of
2020, Karl Mayer installed a modified
machine and trained service technicians at
its facility in Greensboro, North Carolina,
USA, so that it can work on Textile Circuit
technologies with its customers there.
Karl Mayer says that Textile Circuit
technologies enable electrically conductive
yarns to be incorporated directly into a
textile, in any location and in any design,
during the warp-knitting process.
Functional elements, such as sensors,
electrical conductors and coils, can be
placed exactly where they are needed, with
no additional production sequences
required. Further, the technology can

produce fabrics with typical textile
characteristics, such as softness, flexibility,
elasticity and breathability.
In the first stage of development of the
technology, comfortable cuffs for the
remote control of robots and stations for
the inductive charging of smartphones
were produced. A smart shirt able to
measure the heart-rate, perspiration and
skin-temperature of its wearer was then
produced during a follow-up project. This
was demonstrated to a wide audience at
the ITMA 2019 textile machinery show in
Barcelona, Spain, in June, and – more
recently – at the IDTechEx Show in Santa
Clara, California, USA, in November 2019(1).
In further news, Karl Mayer has also
developed a guide bar arrangement for a
double-needle- bar raschel machine that
enables, among other effects, the spaces
between the cover surfaces of a textile to
be filled with a bulked yarn—yielding
voluminous fabrics with a number of
interesting surfaces.

A raschel machine modified by Karl
Mayer to manufacture warp-knitted
smart textiles.

See also: (1)Electrifying sportswear from
Karl Mayer,
https://www.technical-textiles.net/node/75314
Ulrike Schlenker, Head of
Communications, Karl Mayer.
Tel: +49 (6104) 402-274.
Email: ulrike.schlenker@karlmayer.com;
http://www.karlmayer.com;
https://www.karlmayer.com/
textile-makerspace

Smart bandage made from electrospun fibres detects infections
A bandage that that can detect the
presence of infections in a wound and
monitor its condition has been developed
by researchers at the University of Rhode
Island in Kingston, USA.
The bandage comprises electrospun
core–shell fibres embedded with singlewalled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) that
emit near‐infrared (IR) radiation when
exposed to hydrogen peroxide, the
increasing concentration of which in a
wound is a biomarker for inflammation
and chronicity.

the material, yet they stay sensitive to
hydrogen peroxide within the wounds.”
The smart bandage could be monitored by
a small wearable device that wirelessly
(optically) detects signals from the SWCNTs
embedded in it. The signal can then be
transmitted to a mobile device, such as a
smartphone, that would automatically alert
the patient or a healthcare provider if the
status of the wound changes.

The fibres have a core of polyethylene
oxide and a shell of polycaprolactone
(PCL), a US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)-approved polymer that has been
studied extensively for tissue-engineering
and wound-healing applications.

Roxbury says: “This device will solely be
used for diagnostic purposes. However, the
hope is that the device will diagnose an
infection at an early stage, necessitating
fewer antibiotics and preventing drastic
measures, such as limb amputation. We
envision this being particularly useful in
those with diabetes, where the management of chronic wounds is routine.”

This arrangement immobilises the
SWCNTs while ensuring that they remain
sensitive to their environment, according
to the senior author of a paper describing
the work(1), University of Rhode Island
Assistant Professor Daniel Roxbury. He
says: “The nanotubes do not leach from

In the next stage of the project, the
researchers will verify the function of the
bandages in a petri dish of live cultured
cells that would be found in wounds.
“These cells we will be using are known as
fibroblasts and macrophages (white blood
cells) that produce hydrogen peroxide in
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the presence of pathogenic bacteria”, says
Roxbury. “If all goes well, we will move to
in vivo testing in mice. At that point, we
would find a collaborator who specialises
in these animal wound models.”
Testing has focused on small bandages,
but the technology can be applied easily
to much larger bandages. Roxbury adds:
“There really is no limitation in terms of
the size. In fact, this technology will be
most useful in large bandages. Larger
bandages can be more of a nuisance to
remove and re-apply, but our device will
not need to be removed to enable [the
monitoring of a wound].”
See also: (1)Advanced Functional Materials,
Online, A wearable optical microfibrous
biomaterial with encapsulated nanosensors
enables wireless monitoring of oxidative stress,
https://doi.org/10.1002/adfm.202006254
Daniel Roxbury, Assistant Professor,
Department of Chemical Engineering,
University of Rhode Island.
Tel: +1 (401) 874-2678.
Email: roxbury@uri.edu;
https://web.uri.edu
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Smart textiles update
Ropes that change colour when fire-damaged developed in Switzerland
currently far from complete. At present, the
fibres cannot be stored for long periods of
time without losing their functionality. One
of the senior researchers on the project –
Empa’s Dirk Hegemann – says that the GST
oxidises over the course of a few months,
meaning that it no longer changes colour
in response to the presence of heat. He
adds that it has been proven that the
principle works and that durability is a
topic for future research. He concludes: "As
soon as the first partners from industry
register their interest in our own products,
A coated polyester filament before (left) and after (right) exposure to a temperature the fibres can be further optimised
of 150°C. The colour change from blue to white is clearly visible, meaning that the according to their needs."
safety of ropes made from these fibres can be evaluated easily.

A fibre that changes colour when exposed
to elevated temperatures is being
developed for the production of safety
ropes by researchers in Switzerland.
Safety ropes are used, for instance, by
firefighters as they search burning
buildings for people in need of rescue.
Should the firefighter experience
difficulties, they can be pulled from the
building using the rope, or it can be
followed by their colleagues so that they
can help. Should conventional safety ropes
be exposed to excessive heat generated
by fire or friction, however, they can be
damaged – in some cases, to the point of
failure – and there is no easy way to
inspect them for this prior to their use.
A team of researchers from Empa in
Dübendorf and ETH Zurich has now
developed a coating for the fibres used to
produce ropes that changes colour on
exposure to heat—providing a clear
indication that they may have suffered
damage and that their performance may
be compromised.
The coating, developed initially in 2018 as
part of a Masters thesis, comprises three
layers and can be applied using a sputtering
process to polyester (PES) fibres such as
Vectran (from Kuraray of Tokyo and Osaka,
Japan). The first layer serves as a reflector
and is made from silver. This is followed by
an intermediate layer of titanium nitrogen
oxide, which ensures that the silver remains
stable. Finally, an amorphous 20-nm-thick
layer of phase-changing germanium–
antimony–tellurium (GST) is applied to the
fibre; when this layer is exposed to elevated
temperatures, it crystallizes, changing colour
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from blue to white. The colour change is
based on a physical phenomenon known as
interference and, depending on the
chemical composition of the temperaturesensitive layer, it can occur at temperatures
of 100–400°C.
In addition to safety equipment for
firefighters and mountaineers, the coated
fibres could also be used to produce load
ropes in production facilities and construction sites, but their development is

Dirk Hegemann, Group Leader, Plasma
and Coating, Empa.
Tel: +41 (58) 765-7268.
Email: dirk.hegemann@empa.ch;
https://www.empa.ch/web/s402/
teamplasma
Manfred Heuberger, Head, Advanced
Fibers, Empa.
Tel: +41 (58) 765-7878.
Email: manfred.heuberger@empa.ch;
https://www.empa.ch/web/s402/
teamadvancedfibers

Alliance to develop standards for smart textiles
A non-profit initiative is being set-up with
the aim of developing standards and a
mature supply chain for the emerging
smart-textiles industry.
The Smart Textile Alliance, which was
established in October 2020 and will
based in London, UK, is looking to form
partnerships with developers of
technologies that could be used in the
smart-textiles industry.
In particular, the alliance is looking to
develop a standard for washable
connectors that can serve as an interface
between electronic devices and smart
textiles. The Head of Smart Textile
Alliance, Christian Dalsgaard, envisages a
flat universal serial bus (USB)-type
connector with a magnetic mechanism for
attaching electronics. Such connectors
exist, but the technologies underpinning
them are proprietary, which – according
to the Smart Textiles Alliance – will limit
the growth of the smart-textiles industry
for all of those companies involved in it.

Business Associate at the alliance, Mili
Tharakan, adds: “Our hope is that we
can help companies thrive in the
smart-textile industry by bringing plugand-play solutions to the space. This
will enable companies to focus on
applications and their own particular
expertise, rather than on how to make
every component required for smarttextile products.”
Once restrictions on movement broughtin to combat the human coronavirus
(covid-19) pandemic have been lifted, the
alliance plans to establish its London
office and build a team that can begin the
standardisation work, which is expected
to be funded through sponsorships and
donations, and through contractual fees
for the companies involved.
Christian Dalsgaard, Head, Smart
Textile Alliance.
Tel: +45 4096-6951.
Email: chd@smarttextile.org;
https://smarttextilealliance.com
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Events diary
Dates correct at the time this issue
went to press

rob.keen@hannoverfairs.com.au;
https://www.afacconference.com.au

October 2021

June 2021

Techtextil North America

European Sign Expo

23–25 August 2021
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA
Kristy Meade, Messe Frankfurt Inc;
Tel: +1 (770) 984-8016, x 2428;
Fax: +1 (770) 984-8023;
kristy.meade@usa.messefrankfurt.com;
https://techtextil-north-america.us.
messefrankfurt.com

12–15 October 2021
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Lynda Sutton, Marketing Manager,
Federation of European Screenprinters
Associations (FESPA);
Tel: +44 (1737) 228350;
lynda.sutton@fespa.com;
https://www.fespa.com/en/events/2020/
european-sign-expo-2020

ITMA Asia + CITME
12–16 June 2021
Shanghai, China
Pearly Ang, ITMA Services;
Tel: +65 6849-9367;
pearlyang@itma.com;
http://www.itmaasia.com

Filter Media
22–23 June 2021
Cary, North Carolina, USA
Tracie Leatham, INDA (Association of the
Nonwoven Fabrics Industry);
Tel: +1 (919) 459-3726;
tleatham@inda.org;
https://www.inda.org/education/
filter-media-training.php

Aircraft Interiors Expo
31 August–2 September 2021
Hamburg, Germany
Polly Magraw, Event Director, Reed Exhibitions;
Tel: +44 (20) 8439-5138
aixoperations@reedexpo.co.uk;
https://www.aircraftinteriorsexpo.com

September 2021

CINTE Techtextil China
22–24 June 2021
Shanghai, China
Liam Rodden, Messe Frankfurt (HK) Ltd;
Tel: +852 2230-9217;
Fax: +852 2598-7919;
liam.rodden@hongkong.messefrankfurt.com;
https://cinte-techtextil-china.hk.
messefrankfurt.com/shanghai/en.html

July 2021
Milipol Asia-Pacific
21–23 July 2021
Singapore
Vanessa Galvez, Comexposium;
Tel: +33 (1) 7677-1329;
Vanessa.galvez@comexposium.com;
https://www.milipolasiapacific.com

Asia Nonwovens Exhibition and
Conference (ANEX)/Shanghai
International Nonwovens
Exhibition (SINCE)
22–24 July 2021
Shanghai, China
Icy Fan, Informa Markets;
Tel: +86 (21) 6157-7235;
Fax: +86 (21) 6157-7299;
Icy.Fan@informa.com;
https://en.since-expo.com

August 2021
AFAC
17–20 August 2021
Sydney, Australia
Rob Keen, Hannover Fairs Australia;
Tel: +61 (2) 9282-7517;
Fax: +61 (2) 9280-1977;

FESPA Global Print Expo
12–15 October 2021
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Lynda Sutton, Marketing Manager,
Federation of European Screenprinters
Associations (FESPA);
Tel: +44 (1737) 228350;
lynda.sutton@fespa.com;
http://www.fespa.com

Techtextil India

Sportswear Pro

1–3 September 2021
Mumbai, India and online
Priyanka Pawar, Group Exhibition Head
Textile and Consumer Shows, Messe
Frankfurt Trade Fairs India Pvt Ltd;
Tel: +91 22 6144 5990;
priyanka.pawar@india.messefrankfurt.com;
https://techtextil-india.in.messefrankfurt.com/
mumbai/en.html

12–15 October 2021
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Lynda Sutton, Marketing Manager,
Federation of European Screenprinters
Associations (FESPA);
Tel: +44 (1737) 228350;
lynda.sutton@fespa.com;
https://www.sportswearpro.com

INDEX

26–28 October 2021
Novi, Michigan, USA
Jason Sullivan, UKi Media & Events;
Tel: +44 (1306) 743744;
Fax: +44 (1306) 742525;
jason.sullivan@ukimediaevents.com;
https://www.automotive-interiors-expo.
com/detroit/en

7–10 September 2021
Geneva, Switzerland
Delphine Rens, Marketing and
Communications Coordinator, EDANA;
Tel: +32 (2) 740-1822;
Fax: +32 (2) 733-3518;
delphine.rens@edana.org;
http://www.edana.org

Smart Nonwovens (High-performance
Applications of Nonwovens)
8 September 2021
Geneva, Switzerland
Jill Gwinnutt, Marketing Manager,
International Newsletters Ltd;
Tel: +44 (3301) 335450;
jill.gwinnutt@intnews.com;
https://www.technical-textiles.online/NHPA

Automotive Interiors Expo

A+A
26–29 October 2021
Düsseldorf, Germany
Nunzia Gati, Senior Manager Public
Relations, Messe Düsseldorf GmbH;
Tel: +49 (211) 4560-577;
GatiN@messe-duesseldorf.de;
https://www.aplusa-online.com

November 2021

Techtextil Russia

IFAI Expo

14–16 September 2021
Moscow, Russia
Oksana Anikeeva, Director Techtextil
Russia, Messe Frankfurt RUS;
Tel: +7 (495) 649-8775, x 125;
Fax: +7 (495)649-8785;
Oksana.Anikeeva@russia.messefrankfurt.com;
https://techtextil-russia.ru.messefrankfurt.com

1–4 November 2021
Nashville, Tennessee, USA
Jennifer Fisher, Registration, Industrial
Fabrics Association International (IFAI);
Tel: +1 (651) 222-2508;
Fax: +1 (651) 631-9334;
jarfisher@ifai.com;
http://ifaiexpo.com
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Woven and knitted fabrics
Nonwovens
Coated and laminated fabrics
Composites
Raw materials and chemicals
Machinery and equipment

Weaving machinery
Knitting machinery
Narrow fabric machinery
Nonwoven machinery
Other production machinery
Finishing/processing machinery
Control/testing machinery
Recycling equipment
Textiles and textile-based products by
market
Agricultural/horticultural
Architecture/building and construction
Clothing technology
Domestic
Environmental
Filtration
Geotextiles
Industrial
Medical and hygiene
Packaging
Safety and protection
Sports and leisure
Transportation
Services
Association/trade body
Publisher
Event organizer
Educational centre
Consultant
Standards body
Research centre

Visit www.technical-textiles.net to access the guide today
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Published continuously since
1992, Technical Textiles
International is THE foremost
magazine dedicated to all aspects
of the international technical
textiles industry.
It is relied upon by senior
executives and research entities
for the latest on new products and
processes, technologies, markets
and applications for the advanced
and high-performance textiles
and nonwovens industry.

Technical
TEXTILES

Since its launch as an online
subscription service in 2015,
technical-textiles.net has
provided a unique one-stop
information source for all areas of
technical and advanced textiles,
high-performance nonwovens and
advanced composites.
Every item is written or edited by
experts in the field, ensuring the
readership sees TTNet as a timely,
authoritative and trustworthy
information source.

Your partners in technical textiles
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PLUS Conferences and Industry Reports
For full details on our product range visit
www.technical-textiles.net

